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1971 S. C. No. 17809 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NOVA SCOTIA 

APPEAL DIVISION 

— CROWN SIDE — 

BETWEEN: 

HER MA ASTY THE QUEEN 

Respondent 

- and - 

DONALD MARSRALL, Jr. 

Appellant 

OPINION 

McKINNON„ C.J.N,S.: 

The appellant Donald Marshall, Jr., was charged in an 

irdictment, that he, on or about the 28th day of May, 1971, at Sydney, 

im ttse County of Cape Breton, Province of Nova ScoCa, did murder 

Sandford William (Sandy) Seale, contrary to section 206 (2) of the 

Cr:minal Code [now 218 (2)3, 

After a trial by jury, presided over by Dubinsky, Jr" 

the appellant was found guilty and sentenced to serve a term of life 

imprisonment in Dorchester Penitentiary. 

The grourds of appeal relied on by the appellant may 

be skrmarized as follows: 

(1) that the learned trial Judge erred In law in not 

adeq.ately irstructirog te jury on the defence evde.lce, and in 

eApressing opinions vi)ich roere highly prejud1cial to the accused; 
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Pratico behind the bush„ PratIco appeared to be watching something, 

and Chant decided to see what had drawn Pratico's attention. 

They saw two men standing together and arguing in loud 

tones. One of the men, whom Pratico identified as the appellant 

Marshall, reached in his pocket and pulled out a "long shiny object" 

which he plunged into the "stomach" of the other, whom Pratico 

identified as Seale. Seale then collapsed. 

Both Pratico and Chant fled the scene, but not 

together. In a nearby area, C'a't Was approaced by the appellant 

Marshall who said, "look at they did to me" and displayed a cut 

on the inner part of his left forearm. M. D. Mattson, who lives at 

103 Byng Avenue, overheard the conversation referred to, and called 

the police. 

The appellant Marshall flagged down a car, and he and 

Chant had the operator drive to the spot wiiere Seale was lying on 

the pavement of Crescent Street. Seale was taken to the Sydney City 
his 

Hospital where he died as a result ofAinjuries on the following day, 

despite two surgical operations and massive blood transfusions. 

According to the evidence of the appellant Marshall, 

he and Seale, who was a friend, were standing on the footbridge 

$171ch spans two creeks in the park, When they were called to by two 

men who were on Crescent Street, and who wanted cigarettes or matches. 

The appellant and Seale walked up to the street and were met by two 

men dressed in long blLe coats who identified Clenselves as priests 

from Manitoba. The strangers wanted to know :f there were girls in 

3 
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that the learned trial Judge :eisdirected the Jury 

O n the meaning of reasonable doubt; that the evidence did not 

establish guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, the conviction was against 

the weight of evidence and was perverse; 

ground 3 relates to the evidence of the witnesses 

Pratico and Chant; also that the trial judge did not rake proper 

Inquiry as to whether or not they understood the nature of an oath; 

that the learned trial Judge permitted the pros-

ecuting officer,to cross-examine the witness, Maynard Chant)  before 

ruling that he was adverse; that the trial Judge permitted the pros-

ecuting officer, in the absence of the jury, while the witness Chant 

was on the witness stand, to read the evidence he gave at the prel im-

!nary hearing, thereby conditioning him for the evideT$ce he would 

give before the Jury; 

that the trial Judge erred In instructing the 

jury they did not have to consider the question of manslaughter. 

Briefly, the facts are that ore, John Prat ico, aged 16, 

waS in •;_.4-ze company of the deceased Seale and the appellant Marst7all a 

vet./ shcw-r.. time before Seale was stabbed. Prat ico left the two men 

and stat::bned himself behind a bush in Wentworth Park, which is adjacent 

to Crea-cmerit Street, in Sydrey, where he proceeded to consume a bottle of 

beer; kik behind this bush, he observed Marshall and Seale.' 

Mayrard_Chanti aged1_5, was in Wentworth Park at the same 

t ;met, not in the compaey of Prat ico. Chant had attended church in 

Syd"..cy  was attempt lng to get lecele to Loulsbourg after having missed 

k.!s bets- was taking a shortcut through We!ttnorth Park when he rot iced 
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"Now i intend, of course, to deal with matters of law. 

That has been po17.1ted out bf both counsel, but I am also 

going to deal, to sore extent, with the facts in this very 

important case, In a very well known murder trial sore 

nineteen years ago, Azoulay v. The Queen, (1952) 2 S.C.R. 

495, Mr. Justice Tcschereau,who later became the Chief 

Justice of Canada, pointed out that in a jury trial the 

presiding judge must - note he said 'must' - except In very 

rare cases where it would be needless to do so, review the 

substantial parts of the evidence. He must present to the 

Jury the case for the prosecution and the theory of the 

defence so that they, the jury, may appreciate the more the 

value and the effect of the evidence and the law that is to 

be applied to the facts as they, the jury, find them. It is 

not sufficient for the whole evidence to be left s:mply to 

the Jury by the Judge and say, 'There, you have heard the facts; 

go ahead and decide upon them and render your verdict,' The 

Azoulay case has been follooed by many other cases in the past 

nineteen years in Carada. What I am getting at, Mr. Foreman, 

is that the pivotal points on which the prosecution bases its 

case and the pivotal points on which the defence stands must 

be clearly presented to the Jury's mind by the judge." 

A careful reading of the charge convinces me that the 

trial Judge followed closely the principles laid down in the Azoulay  

Case. 

The only issue before the Court at trial in relation 

to the charge againat the appellant was whether or not he had committed 

the murder with which he was charged.. His sole defence was a denial of 

that act, and the theory of the defence was based on his own evidence 

that the murder was cormitted by one of two strangers, who claimed to 

be priests from Manitoba. 
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the park and asked where they could find a bootlegger. According to 

the appellant, the older of the two men then made an unprovoked 

attack with a knife on Seale and the appellant, which resulted In 

Scale's fatal injury and the appellant being slashed on the arm. 

According to the appellant Marshall, at the time of the 

attack, the man with the knife said that he did not like niggers or 

Indians. The appellant is an Indian while the deceased was a negro. 

The appellant said that he then fled, being In fear of his life. 

Unexplained by the appellant h;as the meeting or Crescent 

Street between himself and two young people returning from a dance at 

the time when, according to the evidence of the appellant, the two 

strargers were present with him and Seale, Patricia Harris and Terrance 

Gushue, on their way hove from the dance stopped and talked with the 

appellant on Crescent Street, Gushue having asked him for a light for 

his cigarette. Both Miss Harris and Gushue said they recognized the 

appellant, and there was only one other person in the vicinity, whom 

they could not recognize and were unable to tell whether the person 

was a mar or a wcman. 

It is contended by course) for the appellant that the 

whole tenor of the trial Judge's address to the jury was most favorable 
to the evidence presented by the Crown, and that he dealt very briefly 

with the evidence for the appellant, and indicated disbelief of this 

evidence.  

Shortly after commencing his address to the Jury, the 

learned trial Jvcige observed as follows: 

: 4 : 
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In reviewing the evidence for the defence, the learned 

trial Judge read fairly extensively from the testimony of the appellant, 

and commented on that evidence as follows: 

"Now, gentlemen, you have to give very careful consideration to 

the story of the accused. I'm sure you will. As was his absolute 

right, he has gone on the stand and has given his version of the 

events that took place on that fateful night. Noo contrary to what 

Pratico said, he said he was not In the vicinity of St. Joseph's 

Hall. And although he was with Mr. Seale, he had no dispute with 

him — those are the words I think — and he did not lay a hand on 

him. I repeat, he had no dispute with him and he did not lay a 

hand on him. And he told you how Seale came 20 get the injuries 

that he did receive. And I remind you, Mr. Foreman, that although 

the accused was subjected to a very vigorous and rigorous cross-

examination, he adhered to his story that he told throughout. 

Now if you believe the version of the events pat was told by 

Donald Marshall Jr., then it goes without saying that you must 

acquit him of this charges. Having gone on the stand he has 

become another witness in this case. You have the right to 

determine the credibility of him as a witness as you have the 

right to determine the credibility of any other witness. But 

you will bear In mind, Mr. Foreman — and I repeat, you will bear 

In mind — that Dona!d Marshall does not have to convince you of 

his in?ocence. He does not have to convince you of his innocence. 

It is the Crown, as I said over and over again, that most prove 

his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. He does not have to con-

vince you of his innocence! 

The Crown, of course, understandably, has attacked this 

_story. There was some considerable discussion a-eo-.g counsel 

as to the nature of the word that he had on his left arm, 

the depth of it, whether there was bleeding, Mrs. Davis said 

there was no bleeding, it's true. The doctor at the time — 
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but Maynard Ch.Int laid that at first there was ;to blee Ing 

but later there .,as bleedirg. You 7,34 the zit.% on h13 arm 

there it's a pretty prcoin-:,t mark ZYV? today after a 

nunb,er of months. 1.1 assessing his evidence, It seerls to 

re - this is my opinion a-d you do not have to take my 

opinion - you have to look at it In two It seems to 

ma. On the one h-3rd you keep in mind tha fact th:lt ha 3ZCS,d 

up, as I said before, to a very rigorous cross-exemin,ation 

by a very cable crown prosecutor. You will bear in mind 

that he at the time showed Maynard Chant, 'Look at they 

did to re.' It was then and thereat that tlu't he told 

Chant %that t4as dorm to him. At that t ir he maraged to stop a 

car a"od sot Into a car and went beck to CrL.scent Street. I 

think it W3S Maynard Chant - your recollection would be better - 

who said that it 'as he, Donald Marshall, th e accused, who 

flagged down a police car. And it was Donald Marshall who went 

to the hospital ad to the police station Ilith the police. I 

think you have to ask yourselves on the ore hand, is that the 

action of a mar who has just commited a crire, 4o 'lll flag 

down a police car, who will go with the police, who will do the 

things that he did and who maintains th2 consistency of his 

story. Keep in mind, as I said, that he does not have to prove 

his innocence. 

On the other hard, Mr. Forerran, gertle-en, on the other 

hand - in my opinion, you will have to assess very carefully 

the story that he told - two strangers who he says looked like 

priests, because they wore long coats and blue. He asked them, 

he said, whether they were priests and 070e of them said they were 

and said they were from Manitoba. They asked for cigarettes, 

smokes; they gave him the smokes. He and Seale gave smokes to 

these people, or he did. Then the rt. ft twe of these men asked 

him if there were any women and they said yes, there were lots 

of them in the park. AsKI out of the blue co-Iles this denuncia-

tion against blacks and Irdians: 't don't like niggers and I 
don't like Indians.' " 
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The trial Judge then spoke of the bigotry and hatred 

for different ethnic groups which still exists, and said: 

. . . but In assessing the evidence of this witness, the 

accused, you ask yourselves the question, it seems to me, 

my opinion, at that hour — at that hour — these two men, 
this 

one of them comes out suddenly withAdenunciatIon of blacks 

and Indians. If you come to the conclusion that yes, it 

could be that there might have been somebody there that 

night who had that prejudice in him against — as he put it — 

niggers and Indians, you have to go on and ask yourselves 
the question, why — why. Donald Marshall and Sandy Seale 
wko met these two strangers, who gave them crgarettes, smokes, 
Jo talked to them in a friendly way, asked them where they 

were from — according to Mr. Marshall's, the accused, story — 

where they came from; told they were from Manitoba; what were 

they, they were priests. Why, without the slightest gesture, 

without the slightest verbal attack or physical gesture, with-
out the slightest provocation, would on4 of these so-called 

priests take out a knife and make a murderous attack on Sandy 
Seale, and on the accused himself. Why, one would ask in 

assessing the credibility of the story that he told, keeping 

In mind at all times that there was was no obligation on him 

to tell anything at any time. There is no obligation on an 

accused person to say anything, to prove anything. But he 

has gone on the stand, has given the story and you have the 

right to judge the credibility of the story and keeping in 
mind at all times that the burden — the burden— of proving 

that he was guilty beyond a reasonable doubt must lie upon 

the prosection," 

In my opinion, the foregoing passages afford an adequate 

ans4er to the ground of objection that the learned trial Judge did not 

adeluately instruct the jury on the defence evidence ard the theory of 
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the defence. I am satisfied that he did so adequately, fairly and in 

a manner that was not capable of being understood by the jury as 

prejudicial to the accused. 

The defence at trial, along with a denial of commission 

of the act, involved an attack on the testimony and credibility of the 

two eyewitnesses, Pratico and Chant. Counsel for the appellant took 

exception to the address of the trial Judge in respect to the following: 

that he emphasized repeatedly that Pratico and Chant 

were not in collusion with each other and they could not possibly have 

any motive for trumping up a story to implicate the appellant; 

that the trial Judge did not make mention In his 

address to the jury that the appellant was left handed, notwithstanding 

the fact that Pratico stated that the appellant had stabbed Seale with 

his right hand; 

that the trial Judge stated, "I think the criticism 

strictly speaking is justified", in referring to the attack on the cred-

ibility of Maynard Chant, indicating that the cross-examination of Chant 

did not weaken his testimony to any appreciable extent. 

With respect to there being no collusion between the wit-

nesses Pratico and Chant, the trial Judge referred to this twice during 

tne course of his charge. 

He said (at p. 274 of the transcript): 

"You will ask yourselves ,ahat possible motive, at notive, would 

Maynard Chant have, in telling the story Implicating the accused, 

Donald Marshall. It seems to me — roas, that's my opinion and I 

caution you, you do not have to accept my opinion; you'd° not have 
to accept my opinion. 
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In my opinion there Is not the slightest suggestion In this 

case that Maynard Chant was in collusion with John Pratico, 

that they acted in cahoots, together, to concoct a story. 

There's not the slighest susgestlon that these two people 

were anywfierd5 near one another prior to the events of that 

night or around that time up to the time when Chant saw 

Pratico, and that afterwards they got together to tell a 

story implicating the accused, Donald Marshall, Jr. . . . 

Is there something there which can lead you to consider that 

he Is a credible witness. It Is up to you, gentlemen. I am 
Just putting the picture before you," 

and at p. 280: 

"Pratico said that they were arguing. Chant said they were 

arguing. Pratico told of the shiny object In Marshall's 

right hand which he plunged into Seale's stomach, The other 

man said the same thing. What motive would lend this young 
man to concoct a story, a dreadful story if untrue, to place 

the blame of a heincus crime on the shoulders of an innocent 

man? What possible motive would Pratico have to say that 

Donald Marshail stabbed Sandy Seale? He had been drinking. 
In assessing his evidence you will have to ask yourselves, 

Is this a drunken recital or Is it a recital of a drunken 

man, or is there a consistency which appears between the 
story of two eye-witnesses that night to this tragic event, 

eye-witnesses as to whom there is no evidence by the Crown 

that they got together, were In collusion to con-coct the 
story." 

It wes quite proper for the trial Jildge, in the circum- 

starces, to address the above rerrarks to the jury, Two very important 

and independent eye-witnesses, with no apparent motive for collusion, 

ad with no evidence to give the slightest support to any such suggestion, 
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had given to the Court mutually corroborative testimony that had a 

direct bearing cn the very Issue to be decided by the jury. It was 

the duty of the trial Judge to recite these facts to the jury in 

order to assist than in their deliberations, and as he repeatedly 

instructed them, the findings of fact, opinions based on facts and 

findings of credibitity were theirs only to decide. 

I am satisfied that exception cannot be taken success-

fully to the foregoing remarks of the learned trial Judge. 

Regarding the objection that the trial Judge did not 

make mention to the Jury the appellant was left handed, the only 

evidence indicating this was by the appellant himself. Wieether or 

not he was left handed was irrelevant to the defence raised, which 

was a total denial of the act, and it may have confused the issue. 

Furthermore, ueder ordinary circumstances, man has effective use of 

both hands, whether he is right or left handed, except for such 

specialized tasks as writing,painting s  et cetera, 

As Halloran, J.A., said in the case of Rex v. Hughes  

et al. (1942), 78 C.C.C. 1, at pp. 15, 16: 

"The jury have a right to expect from the Jedge something 

more than a mere repetition of the evidence. They have a 

right to expect that his trained legal mind will employ itself 

In strippins the testimony of non-essentiaIs, and In presenting 

the evidence to them ir its proper relotion to the matters 

requiring factual decision, and directed also to the caseepel  

forward by the prosecution and the answer of the defence, or 

such answer as the eviCence permits." 

: 11 : 
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In my opinion, under the circumstances existing, the 

matter of the appellant's left handedness was irrelevant and did not 

require comment by the trial Judge. 

Counsel for the appellant also objects to that part 

of the Judge's charge where he said, "I think the criticism strictly 

speaking is justified", referring to the attack on the credibility 

of the Crown witness, Maynard Chant, indicating that the cross-

examination of Chant did not weaken his testimony to any appreciable 

extent. 

What the trial Judge had to say in this regard Is as 

follows: 

"But the main attack on Mr. Chant's testimony by the defence Is 

twofold. First of all, he failed to tell the police at the 

time of the incident what he told the courx here. He failed 

to tell it that right. Secondly, he lied to the police and he 

said that in cross-examination according to my potes0 he said 

that, 'They, the police didn't tell me what to say.' This was 

on cross-e;-(amination of Meyaard Chant. 'I told them the untrue 
story Sunday afternoon. I told them the true story afterwards.' 

I think  the criticism strictly speaking is justified. Strictly  
speaking, it's justified. [Erlphasis added.] It's a fair 

criticism to make, that he failed to tell the police at that 

particular time when he saw — when the police came, he didn't 

say, 'There's your man who did this thing.' He didn't say it 

at the scene. He didn't say it at the hospital. He didn't say 

it at the police station. He didn't say it later. How much 

more credible would have been his story if Indeed he had told 

that story at the time it happened. And he lied to the police 

for a while. He said they didn't coerce him into telling the 

story. He later told them the true story. Mr. Rosenblum says, 

: 12 
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'you can't believe a thing that this fellow says'. hr. Foreman, 

he says you can't believe — the Defence urges you to disregard 

the !vidence of Maynard Chant, because of his inconsistencies 

and because of the fact that he lied and he didn't tell the story 
at the time. 

Mr. MacNeil, on the other hand, urges you to accept his story 

completely as finally told. Well I told you before that it is up 

to you to assess the credibility of every witness. You don't have 

to believe everything e witness said. You can believe a part; you . . 

can believe some; you can reject — you can disregard the whole of 

that witness's testimony. It is up to you to determine the credi-

btlity of the witness and, of course, In this case you will have 

to be, in my opinion, I would instruct you, to be most careful of 

the evidence. You are looking at his evidence and you have to be 

most careful." 

In my opinion, the above instruction of the learned trial 

Jqge to the Jury set out fully and fairly the evidence elicited from 

Chant on cross-examination. At the sere time, he warned the jury to be 

careful in the assessment of that evidence, and repeated his instructions, 

with ewhasis, that the question of credibility was for the jury alone. 

I am satisfied that this part of his charge was fair to the accused and 

that the trial Judge was not in error. 

As to ground No. 2, counsel for the appellant contends that 

while the trial Judge stated a number of times that the charge must be 

proved beyond a reasonable doubt, in other perts of his address, he 

used the words "satisfied" and "to your satisfaction" and this was mis- 

direction. Further that he did not instruct the jury that If the evidence 

: 13 : 
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created a reasonable doubt, this would entitle them to acquit the 

accused. 

The use of the words "satisfied" and "to trur satis-

faction" are found in the transcript pages 258 and 259, and they 

should be placed In proper context with the Judge's instructions 

immediately after his use of the words "you are satisfied that the 

accused is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt" and preceding the words 

"to your satisfaction". This part of his charge reads as follows: 

"1 said before that I would deal with the question of onus 

or burden of proof. The onus or burden of proving the guilt 

of an accused person beyond a reasonable doubt rests upon the 
Crown and never shifts. There Is no burden on an accused 

person to prove his innocence. I repeat, there is no burden 

on an accused person to prove his innocence. Let re make that 

abundantly clear. If during the course of this trial, from 

beginning to end, during anything that may have been said by 

counsel during their speeches, that might in the slightest way 

be considered as suggestive of any burden on the accused to 

prove anything, let me tell you that there is no burden on the 
accused. The Crown must prove beyond a reasoeable doubt that 

an accused is guilty of the offence with which he Is charged 

before he can be convicted. If you have a reasonable doubt 
as to whether the accused committed the offence of con-capital 

murder, the offence with which he Is charged, then it is your 

duty to give the accused the benefit of that doubt and to find 
him not guilty. In other h.Drds, if after considering all the 

evidence, the addresses of counsel and my charge to you, you 

come to the conclusIon that the Crown has failed to prove to 

your satisfaction beyoed a reasonable doubt that the accused, 

Marshall, committed the offence of Don-capital murder, it Is 

your duty to give this accused the benefit of the doubt and 
to find him not guilty." 
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The learned trial Judge then proceeded to define 

reasonable doubt" as an "honest doubt", a doubt which causes you 

to "say to yourselves, or any of you, 'I am not morally certain 

that he committed the offence', then that would indicate to you — 

that would indicate there Is a doubt in your mind and it would be 

a reasonable doubt which prevents you from arriving at the state 

of mind which would require you to find a verdict of guilty against 

this man". 

Placing the instructions of the trial Judge in their 

proper context, the jury could not, and were not, misled as to the 

proper application of the law regarding the "burden of proof". 

Counsel for the appellant has cited Rex v. Megill, 

(1929), 51 C.C.C. 377, in support of his argurrente It is my opinion, 

however, that this case has no application to the issue here. 

Ground three relates to the evidence of the witnesses 

Pratico and Chant, counsel for the appellant contending that the 

trial Judge did not make proper inquiry as to whether either witness 

understood the nature of an oath. 

The record indicates that the trial Judge declared 

himself satisfied that both Pratico, aged 16, and Chant, aged 15, 

understood the nature of an oath, and they were sworn without 

objection by the defence. This wos a question of fact to be decided 

by the trial Judge and I can see vo good reason, under the circem—

stances, to interfere witn that finding. 

Counsel for the aFpellant also objects to the quality 

and sufficiency of the evidence given by Pratico and Chant. 

: 15 : 
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Pratica testified that he saw the deceased Seale 

and the appellant Marshall at the scene of the crime and he gave 

direct evidence that he eae4 Parshall stab Seale. He 'pas acquainted 

with both men. Under a rigorous croes-examination, ha admitted to 

drinking on the night of tha stabbing. The learned trial Judge in 

his address to the jury reviewed thia evidence and in clear language 

related Pratico's drinking to his credibility and left it for the 

Jury to decide. 

Regarding a conflict in his statements before and 

during trial, thla is explained by the record which discloses that 

Pratico's life was threatened if he testified that the appellant 

stabbed Seale. The difficulty at triel was that this evidence 

involved conversations addressed to the witness by third parties 

not before the Court, and the trial Judge refused to allow such 

questions. However, the record on the voir dire indicates that 

such threats were made to the witness Pratico. 

This issue of tha conflicting statements by Pratico 

was also placed fully before the jury by the trial JAge and the 

determination of credibility in view of this evidence was expressly 

;eft to them. 

Chant's evidence corroborated in every material 

particular that of the witness Pratico. He testified that he eaw 

a person crouched in the bushes at the place where Pratico said he 

witnessed the stabbing. Chant, at first, declined to swear that 

the ran who did the stabbing was the appellant Marshall, but this 

was Inconsistent with a previous statement under oath made by him 

: 16 : 
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at the preliminary hearing, which gives rise to the next ground of 

objection by the appellant. The Crown contends that the evidence.  

of Pratico and Chant ccmprises a complete and accurate description 

of the crime and the circumstances under which it was committed. 

Chant admitted under cross-examination that he told 

the police an untrue story. As referred to above, this was commented 

on at length by the trial Judge In his charge, and after proper 

Instruction, the issue was left to the Jury to consider. 

1 am satisfied that the objections under this ground 

should be dismissed. 

Under ground No. 4, counsel for the appellant contends 

that when the jury was absent, the Crown prosecutor was permitted, 

while Chant was on the witness stand, to read the evidence he gave 

at the preliminary hearing, thereby conditioning him for the evidence 

he would give 1..4ier the Jury would return, this beirg highly improper 

and prejudicial to the appellant. 

An examination of the trial transcript indicates that 

in the course of Chant's direct examination by the Crown, the 

prosecutor repeated several questions to which he had already received 

answers from the witness. On proper objection by counsel for the 

defence, Crown counsel indicated that he was preparing the way for 

an application under section 9 of the Canada EvIderce Act on the ground 

that the witness had given a previous inconsistent statement. 

Directed by the Judge, the jury withdrew and the Jvdge heard evidence 

and argument which resulted In his granting permission for the Crown 

to cross-exemire Chant or his previous inconsistent statement. 
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Scction 9 (1) and (2) of the Evidence Act reads as 

follows: 

"9, (1) A party producing a witness shall not be allowed 

to impeach his credit by general evidence of bad character, 

but If the witness, in the opinion of the court, proves ad-

verse, such party may contradict him by other evidence)  or, 
by leave of the court, may prove that the witness made at 
other times a statement inconsistent with his present testi-

mony; but before such last mentioned proof can be given the 

circumstances of the supposed statement, sufficient to desig-

nate the particular occasion, shall be mentioned to the wit-
ness, and he shall be asked whether or not he did rake such 
statement. 

(2) Where the party producing a witness alleges that the 

witness made at other times a statement in writing or reduced 

ta writing inconsistent with his present testimony, the court 

may, without proof that the witness is adverse, grant leave to 
'that party to cross-examine the witness as to the statement and 
the court nay consider such cross-examination in determining 

wo.lether in the opinion of the court the witness is adverse." 

As appears from a reading of this section, the right to 

cross-examination appears to be much broader under section 9. (1) than 
under 9. (1), 

To show that the witness Chant had made a previous in-

consistent statement, Crown counsel read from the transcript of the 

preliminary hearing to indicate that his evidence there was inconsistent 

with the evidence he %.,ds giving at trial. 

At the conclusion of the recital of evidence taken at the 

hearing,and argument, the trial Judge said: 

: 18 : 
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"I have to satisfy myself, Mr. Rosenblum, if this witness 

In my opinion proves adverse — by leave of the court may 

prove that the witness made at other times a statement 

inconsistent with his present testimony. Has he made a 

statement inconsistent with his present testimony? 

Mr. Rosenblum: 

Hot in my opinion, no! 

The Court: 

I regret that I differ with you. 

• • 

I will allow you to draw — in the presence of the jury when 

they return — to draw the testimony that this witness gave 

in the court belcw, read it to him and then ask him if he 

said that, and if It Is true." 

It will be noted that although the trial Judge did not 

expressly state the witness was adverse, there can be no doubt that, 

in his opinion, the witness had been proven to be adverse. 

This is substantiated by the Judge's remarks at the 

conclusion of the Crown prosecutor's examination and before cross-

examination. He said: 

"I would not have permitted Mr. Mactiell to read these 

questions if I did not in my opinion consider that by 

his contradiction, . . . from the evidence that he gave 

previously with the evidence that he gave in the court 

below that to that extent he was adverse and I gave leave 

to the Crown to prove that the witness made at other times 

a statement inconsistent with the testimony he gave this 

aftereoon, but before such last mentioned proof can be 

given, circumsterces of the supposed statement sufficient 

to desigrate the particular occasion shall be mentioeed 

to the witness and he shall be asked behether or not he 

did make such a statemeet, And that's my ruling!" 

: 19 
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If by the above remarks of the trial :udge, he Indicated 

that he did not make his finding of adversity until after hearing him 

cross-examined on the witness's previous statelment, then it would appear 

that his finding W03 Dot in accord with section 9, (1) of the Evidenca  

Act. Under section 9, (7), it Is not required that the witness should 

be found adverse, and here It ii claimed that ths wit-es has made an 

Inconsistent statement, cross-examination may be permitted, but Crown 

counsel is limited to cross-examination on the inconsistent statement 

In accordance with the provisions of section 9. (2). In the instant 

case, the cross-examination remained within the limits prescribed by 

section 9. (2), and if there was an error in the application of Ole 

section, no substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice resulted, and 

I would apply the provisions of section 613 (1) /1).1 (iii) of the Code., 

The appellant's counsel also contends that it was 

Improper for the prosecuting officer to read Chant's evidence, taken 

In the Court beloii, to the Judge in the presence of Chant, but in the 

absence of the jury. 

The purpose of r2ading the prior testimony of Chant by 

the Crown prosecutor was to support the Crown's contention to the 

trial Judge that the witness had given inconsistent testimony at the 

preliminary hearing. The Jury had been sent out of the courtroam 

during this exercise, and at no time was there any suggestion by counsel 

for the appellant that the witness Chant should be removed from the 

courtroom or that the Judge read from the prelimiretlry transcript in 

silence until the issue was determined. It does not appear to me that 

the appellant suffered any prejudice through Chant hearing the evidence 

: 20 : 
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he had previously given, for when the jury retureAd, the SZMt eviderca 

was read to him question by question. 

Accordlegly, I am of the opinion that the object/on 

under ground 4 should be dismissed. 

The final grourrd of appeal is that the trial Judge 

advised the jury their verdict ws limited to "guilty" or not guilty" 

of murder, and that they did not have to consider a verdict of manslaughter, 

although there as evidence that the deceased Seele had put up his fists. 

In his Instructions to the jury, the trial ..kl,te included 

the following: 

"My opinion is that whoever caused these wounds committed non-

capital murder. . . . the facts in this case as they came 

before you, gentlemen of the jury, from beginning of the case 

to the end, do not give rise to your havieg to consider the 

crime of manslaughter . . . 
• 

Now Mr. Foreman, the defence in this case is not self-

defence. This is not a case of self-defence. This is a com-

plete denial. The defence is, I didn't do it — complete 

deriall Hot self-defence but even if it were self-defence, 

I would have to instruct you that if that were the evidence, 

the late Mr. Seale put up his fists, then to strike him with 

an instrument and stab him was something that would go far, 

far beyond the right of self-defence. That sort of defence 

would not be ccremersurate with the other man's act. That 

Issue does not arise here because as I said, the defence here 
Is a complete denial." 

: 21 : 
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There was no suggestion at any time durIng trial by 

counsel for the appellant that the verdict of manslaughter should 

be left with the jury. I accept the Crown's contention that what 

the appellant Dow seeks Is to completely discard the line of defence 

foiled at the trial and argue that the trial Judge should have 

told the jury that they might disbelieve substantially the whole of 

the evidence tendered by the Crown; that they might also disbelieve 

the appellant's evidence and find that the appellant stabbed Seale, 

but did so, in self-defence or as a result of provocation. 

I am satisfied that the instruction of the learned 

trial Judge excluding manslaughter from consideration by the Jury 

was, on the evidence, a proper direction to place before them. 

It is my opinion that the appeal should be dismissed. 

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this 8th day of 

September, A. D., 1972. 

C.J.N.S. 

22 : 
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STATEMENT 07 ?ACTS 

The Appall=t,

tth 

Don.11J JT., wa.a tharvA 

7L1;1:7-dr:Anl Samifori !31111am (17,4y) 31a1a oa May MI, 

1971, at SylMly, NO75 
Scetia, matrary ta 6S-ettion 206 (2) 

ef the Criminal Coda of Canada. 

Ti trial v2) hell before nil Lortiahip, tr. JIlatica 

J. L. Dvtina`'..7, 
a jury. (371 NeyInt4rb&Srd, 4th =1 

5th, 1971, =1 their7 broust in a 7,11-Alst 
"0311t/w  aftor 

dolibovAINI; .f,771Jr hA-Yarl, foll 
t1.11 Appollamt wo.3 

sammicsA to 153TV1 11f3 171771Ponnt st fAerthestor 7Initvhtlary. 

The caPe for tl'Ne Cr 
7-7v:Altally entire- 

ly urxm t1)c ovidento of 24ayastri Chamt, 1:0 15 yv-arn, and 

JohA L. P-TitiCP, azo 16 yolt.T2, 
bath of wbs, teztiflo-d that 

they were in Wetworth ?a1A, Int WA i5 0-Sel othor'o 

lato 
tha avanins of Vay 23th, 1971, s24 oblar7eil Dons14 

YArshc,11, Jr., and Sa.;1d
-f S4slo standle: 

arrsizs vith ouel) 

other, wIth tholr 11:_kn-ds up, and that Marshall pulle4 a Phitly 

object out of hiD potet cni pl=ge4 it into t:%9 Dtth 

Seale, following whith Sez13 calllpse4 to tha 
,srvILA14. 

71)o Appollsnt, on In4isn, in hiP t;lati=ny, PtatTA 

that ho wal in !Ientwor0 ra,rk or, the otcaol In cil.!.eation 

with Sp_ny 5,
4m11, a hit3ro, vban thtq V-3T1 nut 

by T.-Jo Ton 
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unknow2 to thii-s, aaJ that 1?.tor oroaiya-rsati:a vith than, 

oaa of tha M431 ststod that 4 a41 1113 Ir.liaaz 07 

el;ze aad that ho statt434 34411, aaJ al3a:4 

ar3. Tho AppaIlamt tostifiJ that No haA 71.o Tlerral of any 

kind vith Sasia and fri tha lacIdgut h3 TZM 107 N112 

and met Chamt 02 37:13 Avmuo, a short diataaoo frol tha ?vex., 

where Warehall tali Chant %ihat hal hlpp2 t) !Oa 71,4 

Seale, and showed Ca 1 tNo wvvnd 01 )113 arm, tfh!h 

hlsodin,g. Tho Appollant thnn sucAnds-d in stoppiny a motor- 

ist ulro to him and Chant !t)a_4X ta th3 scana, at which tjma 

the Ponca and tflhars, includi.1)3 tha alhulan-cl 4Tivar, 

arrivod. Naynard Chin% 4id not acc;loo tho Ap-p-11[1173t of 

hayins e7a.tilttad crima, :Nor did ho nzka amy aucl acel3aa- 

tiom ta aay of.,tha MUD470113 V1/147 pooplo ha mgt that avaolnz, 

jtjj tha Polies, and hi, says ha licA to tha ?once ybem 

thy c11.1a3t1onaA hin fa7 days 211D7W7'41, falsahood boles 

apparontly that Uarshall did not cAit tha effanco. 

P37Zard Cant, a;s IS years, was attaadin 

Grads VII in achool at LouiLlc.ov73. Fa fal1,N4 fin Grsdna II, 

and Vi and repeatsJ thosa yanii la sCAool (3:),3 Una 1, 

pazo 107). incuir7 waa nAda by tha 1%1.131 iu/12a a3 

whethaT 07 210t ha tnderitoo4 tho maturs of aa oath, thoush 
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soth t t2qI7 has Pala before ?atricia NL7713 ":11,3 ;T-,)72 

(saa pAses 74 aazi 7S). 

Jehal L. 7-rmtico, as1 15 roan, irae ye7mitta4 to 

b? SIrt7171 mIthaugh cro page 113 of the Ividant;e it !a :%otog 

that tIla Cr guts:Atoned tr.77atice haforl 112 was 3twOrM. 

TT,ere i3 no recarA of the c1Je4tima rut to thJ..! hineas 

tht JuJsa. Pratico *11,4 a o%!.7:_;: lac11;4123 

Vary ?ank mm2 TIDa Christma,a, thmt t1-1.a Appellant 4S4 act 

cmnit the criu-a, and ..vf.-(a teinsc11d tee the witzzo 

stand, Is E\tQ tL:1-omaTI lm the prosecce ef 5!),rilf 

.71cs XacKilltp, Datreti71 Srt. .70}1.1 MZCLAyV,0 

associata Courtn,:q, E. J. rhattx7. Q.C. 

1tr witn2ss flf by thg Crova incltAleti 

Dr. M. Nacri anel DT. ravid Caz i  ty-U attonded the doceantA 

at the hozyit11; SanCra U'ra:e.1 mad Adolphcz J. 

the CTiM,3 Laaratory %Na 7. C. X. Pulia, tastif.Uai 

vozctrrliz..3 blf>c,d s jac;%at tivr11 PV.13 4-pilant; 

3. VirieL nnA ›:71, P-orla 7. Vvris, vlo 27a:tined 

the alms%t Appt11t'z PatTIT:is ft:al 

Terrance Cuthwo, who met "a3 Appellmnt ia nx WIta 

they %fir/ walking flv,2 tho (lame.: at St. Jeel;,h's 2srlsh 

Fill to XAB3 Harris' 1,.on. Mtr,s-f-1113, of the 

Sydney 'Ponca e1sottIf1cc-ilcrlA 112 tetinys 

with thl, App311,,,nt anO tfin Vzynalll Chant. 
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321(27 C7 XIMNZ.N7  

As V:, CrocAds of Arpts1 1, 2 =4 7: 

Tha Vaolo to.z;:ca? of Oft i;' idrith3 Jury 

V33 =31; flTrW'r.111 1) gvid-g-acs p7fs.vm.4y th-g C717)-471 

an4 it 7try brizfly with tho of thl Angllwat. 

and i311c3to,d hia disbelief of 'OA ovidanco :1-1-ln by th 

ArTollant (Sm, Paso 235). 

It /3 samitloa that tha Trial 3u4la In bla addraa 

to ths Jury ouphasiso4 rel_4-stmdly that r7,111co ond Chazt , 

were not im colluoion with osIch other: mA4 that thmy could 

cot possibly brie haA xmy not17g 2o7 trvmpin tip astoTy to 

iaplicato tho Aprol1ant (Sol P5,2,43 273 and 27). 

Th3 Trial Jpelv eIA rot alla 7-clatic7a 1.11 his 

ad4rass ta the Jury that t1 llollont 13 left handod (Soo 

P3:2 136) notwithstandin2 tho fact that Pratioo 3tatod that 

the Apt>ellant stabb,A S.aalo alth kis riz,7ht hszi (Sa 

Pass 123). 

Cn Pap 273, th-4 JI451 atat, thin% 

critic!.)?. atrictly ;;--Jsinz is juatMol", reforrim3 t) 

tho attael on th7: crodibility of Iklzyna71 
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3 

tfat t143 z7e33-97,..1.aination ol at did un wasIs his 

testiLmny to any ap7-roci1113 3x-tent. 

As to Crud 3: 

Tag JUI149 3tato4 a mtv;lar 1! tilaza tIlat tha 

chars', Lula be prevad two-xd A 72-130A21;15 1.0111,I; :Pat 43 

also v_50-6 to fordo ",at4" (Soo 'ago 253) and "to 

go= oatisfactive (Saa 233a 259); and it 13 salmittai 

that tUa Is mislir3ctian tzusiz: se3taatIa1 

tSea '3. SI C.C.C. 377) (E:;, 3 Pa2,1:1 2.S7Z nm-0 219). 

Althoo/h thz ..71A;3 stata41 that lit Appellant 

hot 1,2X0 tD c=n7Ltc tha J147 of his 1311olente, La gm 

uot stat,) tLat If sur.), ellidanca cl,,,,ated a rtalmal,11 

that thi u1 t1Utha Jar, t f1s Tardiat QI 

(Scv Pt,p 2S3). 

As to Croun43 4 and  3; 

Tilo Crown ovidouco depended entirely on tha 

tostimooy of Pmtico and ClIant. 
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Dwain win 71-1t1c.5, ;() 11, 3,1,1 7a3 prrxIttl-4 

tai ba, raorl folloviag quaptioaiA3 Ny t

flO

h3 t11072 

11-/,cor4 of suth 1ins of  

r-rntic3 da-inb/ ,zly 2l tha 

Odes ?a..71 1:3) =1 c.onti2m-A dr1711.1,71/ all 41az An-Z 3-r=11.13 

Ote Pa33 259), zo th-at 114 ba-.cx3a 31t1 ot St. Josiph'a 

(Sae Pa:,3 140) a.:3 5 rosult ef driol;laft. a_17.ct=s 32 -,z(!ao anl 

boar. Us un..3 tt1:13n `A) ti” Main ba.hitad IA 

/3 the Par'. t/h-an al1egt417 31w th9 t7ina c,7.7-z—itt•A 

(Sca P3V 171). He told a nrnbt,r of people, iniludini • 

Mary Paul ani To.) Chria-t-tas, b,)fore the tits of trial th.r, 

App-ellaat did not ccramit the c713-6 (Sme Page lie) nial 

on the day of the 7rial before ktIns callod to V-le uitness 

stand, ha told the s=ia thil3 tl 5. 3. laattnz, q.C. 

Sheriff .1,s3 Nactillop (Sr.7.0 7a52 141). 

A3 to garpXrd Chant, zno IS, th7ra was 5ao imq3iry 

aJ to Uh3t1107 07 7',VL 1443 
umizrltra-od tha aatuza of cm Oath, 

(Sas ?ago 36), but ther3 van suzfl laquiry by tlae Judge 

before Patricia Harrie, agn 14 yoa?i, 4213 3.0rn (P32,3 74). 

ChaMt, IS y-,Dtr3 o! V12 in CT/J,D VII 13 

school a.nd ha_e r3restcA c7:',a-J3 I:, V z.nd VI. Us list  tko  

Aprallant ca L7.ag Av.:cowl after Saals stabVed, 
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MAd MOCOCI1431131 1,31 13 3 CAZ 
Toc0,71 71:-"Jp11 ta 7-Aron 

tO th3 a-ilea of the c1-170. 
6114 3031 :N2Aa any actusatIon 

a4aLast tho Appellant, to nie 
o? ta ciao, 

intladin3 the sat-a1.1 tri7ar, 1..e* C'r'y, 
7elitt 

ths ether* wiva tierl present at that tigl. (3-la ?Age 109- 

111-114). cl/A tiot wake 
317ch m4*-rlatIon la the 

?ulios for three days foll*Ang thl nisht *T tha fatftlity; 

and cPav 10, h* tgoo P-At mortain 10,At tha :App111:
111t wa.; 

the Tann that ha sztti atah 

rralOco'a roNatra ZOT state-racnts t* t%a' 

effact thi.t thf3 Appollat dAd not =telt th-cl OTIS-40; 
utiLl 

that ho waa In fear, mnd C.hant 317os tha aa:. rea_ava, 

though there i3 Le evItilmce to $wbatantS t - y 
flgar. 

AS to CrOUTA 31! 

(See Pages t6-10/) nem th4 JuTy va3 shel.nt, 

the PT-gal...outing Olfitcr ,a13 r1T2Atttd, 
whilo Chs,Int traa 

the witne53 otNni, to read t1e eYldsnce ho gaT3 at tha 

Prtlislaary hetr1n3, theroby couditienIn3 him for the 

eyldamco ho uo,..31A eve when the .3=-)
,  wcullretrn. It 1a 

suhmitteA Oat thls taa h1shly 1rApropsi—iM pr*a,dicial to 

the App-alle.mt. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS  

The Appellant was convicted on November 5, 1971 of the non-

capital murder of one Sanford (Sandy) Seale, after a trial before His 

Lordship Mr. Justice J.L. Dubinsky with a jury at Sydney, Nova Scotia. 

Seale received the wound from which he died on the 28th of 

Y...ay, 1971. 

The case against Marshall turned on the evidence of Maynard 

Chant and John Pratico. Pratico, aged 16, was in the company of Seale 

10 and Marshall a few minutes before Seale was stabbed. Pratico left the 

couple and stationed himself behind a bush in Wentworth park just off 

Crescent Street in Sydney, where he proceeded to consume a bottle of 

beer. While he was behind the bush, Marshall and Seale came into his 

view. His identification of both was positive. 

Chant, aged 15, was in Wentworth Park, at the relevant time, 

b t not in the company of Pratico. Chant was attempting to get home to 

L.7:uisbourg after having missed his bus, and took a short cut through the 

park, when he noticed Pratico behind a bush. Since Pratico appeared to 

be watching something, he too, stopped to observe. 

20 Two men, Seale and Marshall were standing together talking in 

loud tones. One of the men whom the witness Pratico identified as 

Marshall, reached in his pocket and pulled out something long and shiny 

and plunged it into the abdomentof the other, identified by Pratico as 

Seale. Seale then collapsed. 

Both witnesses fled the scene. Chant, a few minutes later 

T..7-as approached by Marshall, in an area close to the incident, who said 



"Look what they did to me" and displayed a cut on his arm.. The 150 
accused then flagged down a car, and Chant and Marshall accompanied 

the driver to the spot where Seale was lying on the pavement. Seale 

was taken to Sydney Hospital where he died as a result of his injuries 

the following day, despite surgery and massive blood transfusions. 

Marshall's evidence was to the effect that he and Seale 

were friends, that he had no quarrel with Seale, and that he did not 

harm him in any way. His explanation of what had occurred was that he 

and Seale were approached by two men they had never seen before. Some 

10 conversation then occurred during which the two men identified themselves 

as priests from Manitoba; indicated that they were interested in knowing 

if there were any girls in the park, and asked where they could find a 

bootlegger. The older of the two men, according to Marshall then made 

an unprovoked knife attack on Seale and the accused, which resulted.in  

Scale receiving his fatal injury and in the accused being slashed on the 

arm. The attack was accompanied or preceded by an assertion by the 

unidentified man welding the knife that he did not like niggers or 

Indians. Marshall is an Indian; Seale was a Negro. At this point, 

Marshall fled. 

20 From this point there appears to be no major conflict between 

defence and crown evidence. 
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POINTS IN ISSUE  

The Attorney General appears on behalf of Her Majesty the 

0,Jeen and says that the points in issue on this appeal are those raised 

the notice of appeal on file herein. 

For the sake of convenience, certain of the grounds of appeal 

are argued together. Argument on certain others will be presented orally 

at the hearing of the appeal if the court so desires. 



PART III  

1 5 2 
BRIEF OF ARGU11ENT  

AiXUTIENT ON TUE FIRST, SECOND, SEVENTH AND TWELFTH GROUNDS OF APPEAL 

First Ground of Appeal: 

"THAT the Learned Trial Judge erred by not adequately instructing 
the Jury on the defence evidence". 

Second Ground of Appeal: 

"THAT the Learned Trial Judge erred in his charge to the Jury in 
that he gave his own opinion on certain aspects of the evidence 

10 which opinion was highly prejudicial to the accused". 

Seventh Ground of Appeal: 

"THAT the Learned Trial Judge misdirected the Jury in that the 
charge of the Learned Trial Judge was capable of being under-
stood by the Jury as being prejudicial to the accused". 

These grounds of appeal are dealt with together since they relate 

to the treatment accorded the evidence offered by or for the Appellant. 

Under ground 12, the Appellant also raises the question of the 

exclusion of the verdict of manslaughter,,  and implies that this was a verdict 

which should have been left to the jury. Since this, it is submitted relates 

to the theory of the defence, it is dealt with here. 

The only evidence called by the defence was that of the accused 

Marshall. The direct examination of Marshall is reproduced at pages 186-193 

of the case on appeal. The cross examination is found at pages 193-216. 

The theory of the defence was a simple denial of having committed 

the act. It consisted entirely of the Appellant Marshall's testimony that 

he and the deceased, Seale, had encountered two men on Crescent Street in 

Sydney. According to Marshall, a brief conversation followed (see pp. 189, 

190 of the Case), at the end of which the older of the two men produced a 

knife from his pocket and "drove it into Seale", and, swinging around—to  

30 Marshall, slashed Marshall's left arm. 



153 This unprovoked attack, according to Marshall, was accompanied 

by, or immediately preceded by (it is not clear from the transcript - 

sec p. 190-191) an assertion from the man holding the knife that he 

didn't like "niggers or Indians". Marshall is an -Indian; Seale was a 

Negro. Following this, Marshall ran for help (see p. 191). 

From this point, there is not much conflict between the evi-

dence of Marshall and that of the Crown witnesses. The case turns on 

what happened on Crescent Street and in nearby Wentworth Park. 

The law on the duty of a trial judge to properly instruct the 

jury on the theory of the defence seems reasonably clear. 

In the leading case of Leon Azoulay v. Her Majesty the Queen  

(1952) S.C.R. 495, Taschereau, J. said at p. 499: 

The Rule which has been laid down, and consistently 
followed is that in a jury trial, the presiding 
Judge must, except in rare cases where it would be 
needless to do so, review the substantial parts of 
the evidence, and give the jury the theory of the 
defence, so that they may appreciate the value and 
effect of that evidence, and how the law is to be 
applied to the facts as they find them ... 

The same principle was stated in a slightly different fashion 

by Kellock, J. in the case of Henderson v. The King (1948), 91 C.C.C. 97 

(Sup. Ct. Can.) at page 112: 

It is a paramount principle of law that when a 
defence, however weak it may be, is raised by a 
person charged, it should be fairly put before 
the jury ... 

The theory of the defence of necessity will qualify the nature 

of the charge to the jury. In this case it is clear from all the evidence 

that Seale was unlawfully slain. The Crown's case depe-a&e-d to-a—large 

degree on the testimony of two eyewitnesses, Chant and Pratico. They 



testified that they had seen Marshall commit the crime. See case at , 154 
pp. 90,97,99, 101 (questioned by the Court) 103-107, 108, 109, 117 
for the evidence of Chant on this matter; see pp. 122-123, 135-138, 146-

148 for the evidence of Pratico on this point). 

The defence rested solely on a denial of the actus of the crime, 

and was developed along two main lines of approach. 

The first was an attack on the testimony and credibility of the 

w-itnesses Chant and Pratico; the second consisted of direct testimony by 

the Appellant which, under any reasonable construction of its effect, 

10 could not stand with the evidence of Chant and Practico. The two versions 

of what happened are irreconcilable. 

It was unquestionably the duty of the trial judge to instruct 

the jury on the evidence of the defence on the issues raised in relation 

.to the charge. In the case of Kelsey v. The Queen (1953), 105 C.C.C. 97; 

Fauteaux, J. (as he then was) said at p. 103: 

It is, of course, unnecessary that the jury's attention 
be directed to all of the evidence, and how far a trial 
Judge should go in discussing it must depend in each 
case upon the nature and character of the evidence in 

20 relation to the charge, the issues raised and the con-
duct of the trial. In the words of Goddard L.C.J. in 
Clayton-Wright (1948), 33 Cr. App. R. 22 at 29: 
'The duty of the Judge ... is adequately and properly 
performed ... if he puts before the jury clearly and 
fairly the contentions on either side, omitting nothing 
from his charge, so far as the defence is concerned, 
of the real matters upon which the defence is based. 
He must give ... a fair picture of the defence, but 
that does not mean to say that he is to paint in the 

30 details or to comment on every argument which has been 
used or to remind them of the whole of the evidence 
which has been given by experts or anyone else'. 

The rule is simple and implements  the fundamental 
principle that an accused is entitled to a fair trial, 
to make a full answer and defence to the charge, and to 
these ends, the jury must be adequately instructed as 
to what his defence is by the trial Judge ... 
(emphasis in original) 



IC is respectfully submitted that only one issue arose in 

r. lation to the charge against Marshall and that was whether or not 

I.:: had committed the act with which he was charged. His sole defence 

was a denial of that act. It is further submitted that the trial 

4-..:dge properly addressed himself to the defence offered (see p. 279) 

and properly instructed the jury thereon. 

In the case of Chant, at pp. 268-271,272 of the case of the 

trial judge read back to the jury portions of Chant's evidence. At 

page 273-274, the trial judge in his charge fully and fairly set out 

10 the information elicited from Chant on corss examination, and related 

this directly to the credibility of the witness. At the same time, 

however, the learned trial judge repeatedly instructed the jury that 

the question of credibility was for the jury alone. 

With respect to the evidence of the witness Pratisp, it is 

sl.:1mitted that the trial judge charge was unexceptionable in law. As 

in the case of Chant, His Lordship read back portions of the direct 

examination of Pratico to the jury. (See pp. 275-277). There fol-

lowed immediately an accurate summary of the evidence on cross 

e:+:amination, bringing to the attention of the jury the condition of the 

20 witness at the material times, his statements subsequent to the event, 

some of which were inconsistent with his testimony before the Court, 

and the necessity for jury to come to their own decision with respect 

to the credibility of the witness. 

Counsel for the Appellant submits that the trial judge 

"emphasized repeatedly that Pratico and Chant were not in collusion", 

and that therefore there could not be a motive for concocting a story 

tc implicate the Appellant. 
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The Attorney General says that this occurred in only two 

places in the charuc (see pp. 275, 279) and that it was plain from 

evidence that the two were independent observers of the incident 

that gave rise to the charge since they were not in each other's 

company when they witnessed the incident. It is further submitted 

tat it was proper in these circumstances for the trial judge to 

d.=.rect the attention of the jury to the fact that two vitally important 

an.-.2 independent eyewitnesses with no apparent motive for collusion, had 

pr:)vided the court with mutually corroborative testimony that had a 

0 direct bearing on the very question to be answered by the jury. The 

trial judge did nothing more than this. 

Having told the jury, as he repeatedly did throughout the 

charge, that they were to be the judges of fact, the trial judge as 

part of his function should put the facts in such a way as to assist 

the jury in coming to its conclusion. See Rex v. MacKenzie (1932) 58 

C.C.C. 106 at 115 (B.C.C.A.); The Queen v. Henry Dowsev (1865) 6 

N.S.R. 93 (N.S. Sup. Ct. in banco). 

This principle, it is submitted, has added force in this 

case, since the sole defence raised was a complete denial of the act 

and the evidence in question was that of two eyewitnesses to the act. 

His statements expressed something which was apparent from the evidence 

of the two witnesses and it is submitted that taken in the context in 

w.s.--.ich they appeared, the statements were fair and proper and in no 

way prejudicial to the Appellant. 

The evidence of the Appellant was considered at length by the 

trial judge. The charge to the jury occupies some thirty five pages, 

from page 252 of the case until page 287. His Lordship commenced a 
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consideration of the evidence in the trial at page 266. Of the 21 
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pegus of the charge devoted to a consideration of the evidence, five 

were concerned directly with the evidence of the Appellant. Approxi- - 

mately two pages are given over to a reading of the testimony of the 

Appellant on direct examination. The remainder is devoted to a con-

sideration of this evidence. 

His Lordship in this pursuit, generally set forth the effect 

of the evidence in a full and fair manner, and specifically 

pointed out that the story of the accused had 
withstood a "very vigorous and rigorous cross 
examination" (p. 283, lines 15-17, p. 284, 
lines 5-9); 

told the jury that if they accepted the version 
of the events told by Marshall that they "must" 
acquit him of this charge (p. 283, lines 17-19); 

told the jury that they must evaluate the credi-
bility of the Appellant, but that the accused bore 
no burden of g.roving his innocence (p. 283, lines 
20-28); 

indicated to the jury that they might well find 
that his actions, which were enumerated, following 
the stabbing of Seale were actions that were in- 
consistent with the actions of a man who had just 
committed murder (p. 284, lines 5-20). 

In addition to this, the trial judge pointed out the other 

inferences that might be drawn from the same statements, referring 

repeatedly to the duty of the jury to find on facts and credibility 

against the background of the presumption of innocence, and the 

rule that the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt rests always 

on the Crown. 

It is submitted specifically by Counsel for the Appellant that 

the trial judge indicated his disbelief of the evidence given by the 

Appellant (at page 285). 



The Attorney General says that this is a misreading of that 
158 

portion of the charge and further says that even if it were not, that 

the trial judge is entitled to comment on the evidence in such a manner. 

After referring to the responsibility of the jury to determine 

credibility, and to assess the evidence of the Appellant, His Lordship 

pointed out to the jury the obvious questions which would arise on a 

consideration of the version of events given by the Appellant and in-

dicated that they should be considered by the jury in assessing the 

credibility of the Appellant. There is nothing expressed in the charge 

10 that can be construed as an expression of personal opinion on the part 

of the trial judge to the effect that he disbelieved the evidence of the 

Appellant. When the charge as respects the evidence of the Appellant is 

-taken as a whole, it is submitted that it displays a balanced approach to 

a clearcut issue and is unobjectionable in law. 

At most, if the passage referred to at p. 285 by the Appellant 

is considered out of context, it might be said that the trial judge was in 

so many words expressing an opinion that the Appellant's story was an un-

likely one. This, however, is a proper function for the trial judge to 

assume. In the case of Leo George O'Donnell (1917) 12 Cr. App. R. 219, 

20 Lord Reading said at p. 221 with respect to a contention that the trial 

judge had indicated so strongly his view of the case that it could not be 

said that he left those facts to the jury: 

... it is sufficient to say, as this court has said on 
many occasions, that a judge when directing a jury is 
clearly entitled his opinion on the facts of the case 
provided that he leaves the issue of facts to the jury 
to determine. A judge obviously is not justified in 
directing a jury or using in the course of his summing 
up such language as leads them to think that he is 
directing them, that they must find the facts in the 
way in which he indicates; but he may express a view 
that the facts ought to be dealt with in a particular 

30 



way, or are not to be accepted by the jury at all. 
He is entitled to tell the jury that the prisoner's 

story is a remarkable one, but that it differs from 
accounts which he has given of the same matter on 
other occasions. 

1 7  9 

It is submitted that there is nothing in the charge of the 

trial judge which can be construed as a direction to find the facts as 

the trial judge indicates, in words that occupy almost four pages 

(pp. 255-258) of the charge, the trial judge repeatedly charged the 

10 jurors that the facts and inferences from facts, credibility and 

assessment of witnesses, were their responsibility and theirs alone. 

They were further instructed in clear terms to use and prefer their 

own judgement and recollection to that of the judge and not to be 

bound by opinions or facts expressed by the Judge. 

It is further objected by Counsel for the Appellant that 

. the trial judge did not mention in his charge that the Appellant was 

left handed notwithstanding the fact that Pratico stated (p. 123) that 

the Appellant stabbed Seale with his right hand. 

In the case of Rex v. Hughes et al. (1942) 78 C.C.C. 

20 (B.C.C.A.) O'Halloran, J.A. said at p. 15-16: 

Allied to this phase of the appeal is a question which 
arose during the argument concerning the Judge's duty 
in directing the jury's attention to the evidence and 
in placing defences before the jury. It must be ex-
ceedingly rare indeed where it is the Judge's duty to 

refer to all the evidence of every witness. As was 

said in R. v. Roberts, each Judge should be left to sum 
up a case in his own way so long as he does not mis-
direct the jury in law or in fact. But that does not 

30 absolve the Judge from presenting to the Jury the material 
evidence related to the case for the prosecution and the 

defence respectively. 



160 The jury have a right to expc.et from the Judge some-
thing more than a mere repetition of the evidence. 
They have a right to expect that his trained legal 
mind will employ itself in stripping the testimony 
of non-essentials, and in presenting the evidence 
to them in its proper relation to the matters re-
quiring factual decision, and directed also to the 
case put forward by the prosecution and the answer 
of the defence, or such answer as the evidence permits.

.. 

Reference should also be made to the passage from Kelsey.  v. The 

Queen, supra in this connection. The evidence to which the attention of 

the jury is drawn must in the words of Fauteaux, J., "depend in each case 

on the nature and character of the evidence in relation to the charge, 

the issues raised and the conduct of the trial". 

There was no necessity that the trial judge mention the fact that 

:larshall was left handed. In point of fact, the matter was completely 

irrelevant to the defence raised and might in fact have confused the issue. 

Since Marshall denied the act, the fact that he was right or let 

handed is irrelevant. It was clear from the evidence of Chant and Pratico 

(see pp. 90 and 122-23, 146 respectively) that only two men were involved 

in the incident they witnessed. If their evidence had been to the effect 

that Seale had been stabbed by one of several men assembled, then the fact 

that the knife welder had used his right hand, taken in conjunction with 

!".arshall's self-professed left-handedness, might have some significance 

if identity were a problem. This however, is not the case. 

The issue of the identity of the person who committed the crime 

is raised solely by the testimony of the accused. The evidence of Chant 

and Pratico is that they witnessed the stabbing of Seale and that Marshall 

was the man who stabbed him Their evidence does not raise the issue of 

30 identity. The fact that Seale was stabbed by a person using his right 

hand in these circumstances, is of no consequence, and need not have 

10 
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concerned the trial judge. 

The Appellant assumed the risk of explaining away the death 

in relating what according to him, had taken place, for the advance- - 

Trent of his defence of denial. 

If the issue was properly left to the jury, these grounds 

of appeal have no merit and should be dismissed. 

Counsel for the Appellant further submits however, that the 

trial judge should have left the verdict of man-slaughter to the jury, 

and should not have ruled it out as he did. 

0 It is the duty of the trial judge to put to the jury every 

defence raised by a person charged. See Henderson v. The King, supra; 

Rex V. Hewston and Goddard (1930) 55 C.C.C. 13 (Ont. Sup. Ct. App. D.) 

per Mullock, C.J.O. at p. 16; Regina v. Nelson, (1968) 2 C.C.C. 179 

(B.C.C.A.) per Norris, J.A. for the court at p. 181; Kelsey v. The Queen, 

supra, per Fauteaux, J. at p. 102. 

The trial judge however, is not bound to direct the jury as to 

every possible defence if that defence has not been raised by the accused. 

See Rex v. Krawchuk  (No. 2), (1941) 3 W.W.R. 563 (B.C.C.A.). 

This issue was directly before the court in the Krawchuk case, 

supra. This was a murder case in which the accused took the stand and 

gave a version of events that would have been a complete defence if the 

jury had accepted his evidence, exactly as it would have been in this case. 

What the Appellant now seeks is to completely discard the line of 

defence followed at the trial and argue that the trial judge should have 

told the jury that they might disbelieve substantially the whole of the 

evidence tendered by the Crown; that they might also disbelieve Marshall's 



1 6 2 story and might at the same time find that Marshall unlawfully stabbed' 

Seale but did so, presumably, in self-defence or as a result of pro- 

. vocation. 

It is submitted that a verdict of manslaughter, which the 

Appellant now contends might have been found if the question had been 

left open, was excluded by the evidence of the Appellant himself. 

(See page 193 of the Case - the Appellant denied stabbing Seale or even 

couching him.) 

In the Krawchuk case, supra, MacDonald, J.A. who gave the 

10 itAgement of the court said at p. 565-66: 

In the present case counsel did not at any stage suggest 
manslaughter. It is all very well to rely on remarks made 
by learned judges as to the duty of a trial Judge to put 
such questions to the jury as arise on the evidence even 
if counsel has not suggested such questions; but such 
remarks must be read as generally guiding principles and 
in regard to the case to which they have relation. They 
cannot. I think, be taken to mean that a Judge is required 
to conjure up some fantastic defence inconsistent with 

20 substantially the whole of the evidence offered in the case. 

See also the comments of Sloane, J.A. at p. 564; and the cases of J.G. Wu  

(alias Wu Chuck) v. His Majesty the King„ (1934) S.C.R. 609 per Lamont, J. 

at p. 616; Rex y. Flett, (1943)1 W.W.R. 672 (B.C.C.A.) applying Mancini  

v. The Director of Public Prosecutions, (1942) A.C. 1 (H.L.) at pp. 678, 

679; and Regina  v. Nelson,supra, at p. 182. 

It is submitted that this line of cases is authority for the 

proposition that the duty of the trial judge to direct the jury on al-

ternative defences is limited to these defences of which the foundation of 

fact appears in the record. 



In the case of Kolsoy  v. The Queen, supra, Fautcaux, J. put 163 
the matter as follows at p. 102: 

The allotment of any substance to an argument or of 
any value to a grievance resting on the omission of 
the trial Judge from mentioning such argument must 
be conditioned on the existence in the record of some 
evidence or matter apt to convey a sense of reality 
in the argument and in the grievance. 

It is submitted that the record discloses nothing to convey "a sense of 

10 reality" in the argument that manslaughter should have been left to the 

jury. No jury properly instructed could have found such a verdict on 

the evidence in the record. 

It is finally submitted that the Judge's charge must be regarded 

as a whole, and not subjected to minute scrutiny by the Appellate Court. 

See James Ryder (1913), 9 Cr. App. R. 100 (C.C.A.) at p. 104, per Bray, J. 

The question to be answered is not whether there were errors in the charg, 

for a charge without error would be rare but rather the effect of any errors 

in the light of the evidence, and whether or not the jury would be misled 

by them. See Regina v. Hay, (1959) 125 C.C.C. 137 (Man. C.A.), per Shultz, 

20 J.A. at pp. 184,186. 



THE THIRD GROUND OF APPEAL 164 
Third Ground of Appeal: 

"THAT the learned trial judge misdirected thc jury on the 
meaning of reasonable doubt". 

Section 7(3) of the Criminal Code preserves and continues 

certain rules and principles of the common law that .any amount to 

justification, excuse or defence to a charge. Reasonable doubt is 

such a principle. In the leading case of Woolmington v. The Director  

cf Public Prosecutions, (1935) A. C. 462 (H. L.), Vicount Sankey, L. C. 

10 said at p. 481: 

Throughout the web of the English Criminal law one 
golden thread is always to be seen, that it is the 
duty of the prosecution to prove the prisoner's 
guilt ... If, at the end of and on the whole of the 
case there is reasonable doubt, created by the evi-
dence given by either th2 prosecution or the prisoner 
... the prosecution has not made out the case and 
the prisoner is entitled to an acquittal. 

Although the principle may be stated in simple form its ap- 

20 plication to particular cases has often been difficult. Some of the 

case law relating to the obligation to charge the jury as to the 

meaning and import of this principle is set out below. 

The rule springs from, and has developed collaterally with, 

the presumption of innocence until guilt be proven. This presumption 

of innocence is not rebutted until it is proved that the accused 

committed the crime, that he is "guilty" in the sense that the evidence 

offered excludes to a moral certainty the defences arising from the 

evidence, that are inconsistent with guilt. 

In the case of Rex v. Sears (1947), 90 C.C.C. (Ont. C.A.), 

30 Roach, J.A. said at p. 163-64: 
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By reasonable doubt as to a person's guilt is meant 
that real doubt - real as distinguished from illusory - 
which an honest juror has after considering all the 
circumstances of the case and as a result of which he 

is unable to say: "I an morally certain of his guilt." 
Moral certainty does not mean absolute certainty. Ab-
solute, that is demonstrable, certainty is generally 
impossible and juries might well be told that in dis-
charging their serious responsibility their consciences 
need not be racked and tortured because of the fact that 
absolute certainty is impossible. They do their full 
duty when they bring to bear upon all the evidence 
presented to them all the mental faculties with which 
Divine Providence has endowed them. No more is ex-
pected and if, after applying themselves to the best of 
their ability, they are, in a criminal trial, morally 
certain of the guilt of the accused, then it is their 
duty to return a verdict of guilty. It might even turn 
out later that they were wrong but they need not be 
mentally tormented by that possibility provided that 
they presently use their best judgement and are presently 
morally certain of the prisoner's guilt. 

The necessity is that the jury act in determining guilt on moral certainty, 

on probability, and that the jury be so instructed. 

Lord Goddard, C.J. in the case of R. v. Kritz, (1949) 2 All 

E.R. 406 (C.A.A.0 said at p. 410: 

It would be a great misfortune, in criminal cases 
especially, if the accuracy or not of a summing-up 
was to depend on whether or not the judge or the 
chairman had used a particular formula of words. 

Se also Alfred Surrners (1952), 36 Cr. App. Rep. (C.C.A.) at p. 15; and 

R.x v. Labine, (1937). 0 C.C.C. 151 (Alta. Sup. Ct. App. D.) per 

per McGillivray, J.A. for the court at p. 153, where it is suggested 

that the jury must be told in appropriate words that because of the 

presumption of innocence, the burden is on the prosecution and that 

the standard for the burden is that of proof beyond a reasonable doubtl. 

See also Boucher v. The Oueen (1954), 110 C.C.G. 263 (Sup. Ct. Can.). 

The judge in his charge must further direct the jury that there 

is no onus on the accused in connection with a defence; no o4us to satigfy 



Inc jury of his innocence. Sce Rom v. lirrnvk (1948), 93 C.C.C. 100 

(Man C.A.) at pp. 102-03, 104-05, 107-08. The jury must have it 

trought home to them by the charge that the accused has merely to 

raise a reasonable doubt in the minds of the jury as to his guilt and 

that if he does he must be acquited. See Woolminqton v. The Director  

cf Public Prosecutions, supra, at p. 481-82; Regina v. Kilian (1952), 

.102 C.C.C. 241 (Ont. C.A.); Rex v. Arnold (1947), 87 C.C.C. 236 (Ont. 

C.A.). 

It now remains to examine the charge of the trial judge with 

10 respect to his directions as to reasonable doubt. 

The trial judge 
.commenced his charge on reasonable doubt at 

page 258 of the case. Commencing at line 19 on page 258 the trial 

judge stated in clear language 

that the accused was to be presumed innocent until 
proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt (lines 19-
26). 

that the burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt 
rests on the Crown and never shifts (lines 28-29). 

that there was no burden on the accused to prove his 
20 innocence (lines 30-33, p. 259, lines 1-5.) 

that the jury had a duty to acquit if they had a 
reasonable doubt as to whether the accused committed 
the crime (p. 259, lines 9-14). 

that "reasonable doubt" meant an "honest doubt" not 
an imaginary doubt", a doubt which prevented a 
juror from saying "I am morally certain that the 
accused committed the offence with which he is 
charged". (page 259, lines 15-28) 

that if they were morally certain that what the 
Crown contended happened did happen it would be 
their duty to convict. (p. 260, lines 2-5) 

See also p. 268, lines 2-5; and particularly the following passage, which 

occurs at p. 283, immediately following the trial judge comments on the 
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evidence of the accused: 
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Now if you believe the version of the events that was 
told by Donald Marshall Jr., then it goes without say- 
ing that you must acquit him of this charge. Having 
gone on the stand he has become another witness in this 
case. You have the right to determine the credibility 
of him as a witness as you have the right to determine 
the credibility of any other witness. But you will bear 
in mind - that Donald Marshall does not have to convince 
you of his innocence. He does not have to convince you 
of his innocence. It is the Crown, as I said over and 
over again, that must prove his guilt beyond a reasonable 
doubt. He does not have to convince you of his innocence. 

The only issue raised by the Appellant in his defence was the 

identy of the assailant. The Attorney General repeats the argument made 

under the 1st, 2nd and 7th grounds of appeal with respect to the treatment 

of the defence evidence and says that the jury was clearly directed to 

acquit if his evidence or any of the evidence raised a reasonable doubt 

in the rind of the jury. 

0 At page 285, the trial judge said 

Why, one would ask in assessing the credibility of the 
story that he told, keeping in mind at all times that 
there was no obligation on him to tell anything at any 
time. There is no obligation on an accused person to,  
say anything, to prove anything. But he has gone on 
the stand, has given the story and you have the right 
to judge the credibility of the story and keeping in 
mind at all times that the burden - the burden - of 
proving that he was guilty beyond a reasonable doubt 
must lie upon the prosecution. 

The Attorney General says that the charge complies, in its 

general tenor, and also in its particulars, with the requirements of the 

authorities on this point. 

Counsel for the Appellant relies on the use of the word 

"satisfaction" which occurs at line 21 of page 258. The Attorney General 

submits that in view of the comments following, the word refers to the 



=oral certainty required by the minds of the jury after the evidence 

rather than to the burden of proof on the Crown. Even if it did not, 

it is submitted that the use of this word in the context could not 

have misled the jurors. 

Reference is also made to the use of the words "to your 

satisfaction" at lines 11-12 on page 259. Here, however, the full 

sentence is 
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...if after considering all the evidence, the addresses 
of Counsel and my charge to you, you come to the con- 

10 elusion that the Crown has failed to prove to your satis-
faction beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused, 
Marshall committed the offence of non-capital murder, it 
is your duty to give the accused the benefit of the doubt 
and to find hi= not guilty. 

The Attorney General says that this passage is regular and proper on its 

face and constitutes no misdirection. 

The case of Rex v. Meill (1929) 51 C.C.C. 3
.77 (Sask. C.A.) 

relied upon by Counsel for the Appellant is outside the line of 

authority which governs this case. 

20 That case involved a murder charge in which the defence of 

insanity was raised. The defence of insanity is a statutory exception 

to the rule regarding the question of a reasonable doubt. By section 

16(4) of the Criminal Code a rebuttable presumption of sanity is set 

up, and there is a legal burden on the accused to prove he is insane. 

The proof required is that of proof on a balance of probabilities. See 

Cartwright, C.J.C. (as he then was) at p. 270 in the case of Regina v. 

Borg, (1969) 4 C.C.C. 262 (Sup. Ct. Can.). 

The difficulty in Meil1, supra, was that_the trial judge failed 

to distinguish clearly enough between the burden on the Crown to prove 



uouuL anU !MC Uurden on the accused to 

prove his statutory defence of insanity on a balance of probabilities. 

This is not the present situation. At no time was the 

defence of insanity raised, either by counsel or by the evidence, and . 

it was made abundantly clear by the trial judge at various points in 

his charge that there was no burden on the accused to prove anything. 
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Fourth Ground of Apnea,: 
"THAT the evidence did not establish beyond reasonable 
doubt the guilt of the accused;" 

Eighth Ground of Appeal: 

"THAT the conviction is against the evidence, the weight 
of the evidence and the proper application of the evidence 
and is perverse;" 

These grounds of appeal have the same basis, that is, that 

10 evidence offered was not capable of establishing the guilt of the accused 

beyond a reasonable doubt. They are therefore dealt with together. 

It is respectfully submitted that these grounds of appeal are 

without merit. 

The question to be answered by the Court is whether the verdict 

is in itself unreasonable, and whether a jury properly instructed and 

acting judicially could find the verdict of guilty that they did find. 

See MacQuarrie, J. in the case of Taggart v. The Queen, (1956), 114 C.C.C. 

274 (N.S. Sup. Ct. in banco) at p. 280, giving the judgement of the court, 

and again further at p. 280-81. 

In view of the argument addressed to us in the present case, 
it is well to draw attention to what was said by Harris, C.J. 
speaking for the Court of Appeal in R. v. M. (1926), 46 Can. 
C.C. 80 at p. 84, 58 N.S.R. 512: "The tribunal that must be 
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt is the trial Judge where 
there is no jury or the jury where there is one." (Cf. 
Holmes v. The King (1950), 98 Can. C.C. 224). And to 
Taschereau, J. (Sir Lyman P. Duff C.J.C., Rinfret, crocket, 
Kerwin and Hudson JJ. concurring) in Cote v. The King, 77 
Can. C.C. 75, (1942) 1 D.L.R. 336, where he said: 

"It may be, and such is very often the case, that 
the facts proven by the Crown, examined separately 
have not a very strong probative value; but all the 
facts put in evidence have to be considered each 
one in relation to the whole, and it is all of them 
taken together, that may constitute a proper basis 
for a conviction. 

20 
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"Mien the circumstantial evidence is such that 
the inference of guilt of the accused might and 
could legally and properly be drawn, this Court 
will not intervene. As to whether 'guilt ought 
to have been inferred in the premises' is a 
question to be determined by the Jury (Reinblatt 
v. The King, 61 Can. C.C. 1, (1934); D.L.R. 648, 
(1933) S.C.R. 694). When it has been found 
that there is some evidence, from which the jury 

0 could properly infer the guilt of the accused, it 
is not within our jurisdiction to retry the case 
and alter their findings." 

It will be apparent on perusal of the case that the case for the 

Crown did not depend on circumstantial evidence, but on the direct evidence 

tendered by two witnesses. It is submitted that there was ample direct 

evidence upon which the Appellant could be convicted. 

See also the case of The King v. M. (1926), 58 N.S.R. 512 

(N.S• Sup. Ct. in hanco) per Harris, C.J. at p. 518-20 and particularly 

the excerpt cited therein from the case of Arthur Fred Hancock,.8 Cr. 

App. Rep. at p. 197, and other cases collected therein. 

The evidence of the Crown most closely connected with the 

stabbing of Seale was that of the witnesses Chant and Pratico. 

Pratico was questioned by the Court and satisfied the trial 

judge that he understood the nature of an oath. He was then sworn with 

no objection from defence counsel. (See p. 118). It is submitted that 

this is a question of fact for the trial judge and that counsel for the 

Appellant has provided no reason why the decision of the Appeal Division 

should be substituted for the decision of the trial judge. 

Pratico placed Seale and Marshall at the scene of the crime and 

gave direct evidence of having seen Marshall stab Seale. He was 

acquainted with both Seale and the Appellant and made a positive identi- 

fication of both. (See p. 121,122,146). He was cross-examined most 

carefully and fully by defence counsel. The fact that he had been 
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drinking a substantial amount the nil;ht of the stabbing was the 

rul:ject of detailed cross-emamination, and thc trial judge (at 

pp. 276-79) commented on this in clear language, relating his 

drinking to his credibility and leaving the matter for the jury 

to decide. 

1 '7 2 

With respect to his statements before and during the 

trial to the effect that Marshall did not stab Seale, it is sub-

=itted that good and sufficient reason was shown for this incon-

sistency at p. 173, 174 of the transcript - the witness was in fear 

0 of his life being taken if he testified that Marshall had stabbed 

Seale. 

These issues were placed fully before the jury by the trial 

judge (see p. 278) and the determination of credibility in the light 

cf this evidence was expressly left to the jury (see p. 279). 

The witness Chant was another observer of the incident. 

His evidence corroborates in every material particular that of the 

witness Pratico. His testimony also places a person crouched in the 

bushes from where Pratico said he had witnessed the scene (p. 95). 

Chant declined under oath to swear that the man who did the stabbing 

!O was Marshall (see p. loq, 108, 109), but this 1,17;as inconsistent with a 

previous statement made under oath at the preliminary hearing. (See 

p. 100 and pages 103-105). His testimony, taken with that of Pratico, 

provides a complete picture of what the Crown says occurred. 

Counsel for the Appellant objects that there was no inquiry 

as to whether or not he understood the nature of an oath. With respect, 

the case at p. 86 indicates that such an enquiry was made and that the 



court was satisfied that the witness did understand the nature of 173 
an oath. The Attorney General repeats the arguments made on this 

point with respect to the witness Pratico. 

The witness admitted under cross-examination that he had 

told the police an untrue story, as indicated by Counsel for the 

Appellant. However, an explanation was given (at p. 116) on re-

direct examination. The point was commented on at length by the 

trial judge in his charge, (see p. 272-273) and after appropriate 

instruction the issue was left to the jury to consider. 

0 Chant gave no explanation for his fear, possibly because 

the Crown considered that in the light of the objection which followed 

t=mediately from defence counsel, such questioning would not be 

permitted. The case (p. 116,117) provides some basis for this. 

With respect to Pratico, it is submitted that there was 

ample evidence tendered to substantiate Pratico's fears. The difficulty 

is that it involved conversations addressed to the witness by third 

parties not before the court. The trial judge refused to permit these 

c.-Jestions. The Appeal Division has the entire record before it and can 

ccme to its conclusions on the whole of the record. Reference should 

be made to pages 163-165 of the case. 
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The Attorney General says that these grounds of Appeal are 

without merit and should be dismissed. Such argument as may be re-

quired by the court on any or all of these points will be made orally at 

the hearing of the appeal. 



AhlJU.11,A1 VA lilt 11111 GROUND OF /VITAL 

Eleventh Cround of Appeal: 
"THAT the Learned Trial Judge improperly permitted the 
Prosecuting Officer to cross-examine the witness, Maynard 
Chant, before ruling that such witness was adverse". 

The argument presented in the factum of Counsel for the 

Appellant under this ground of appeal does not appear to arise from the 

language of this ground of appeal, which relates to cross-examination of 

Chant prior to a finding of adversity. The argument in the factum relates 

0 to the reading of evidence by the prosecutor (in the absence of the jury) 

which had been given by Chant at the preliminary hearing. 

The attention of the court is drawn to this apparent inconsistency 

only for the purpose of distinguishing the arguments to be made on one 

point from those on the other. 

As regards the cross-examination of the witness Chant which the 

Appellant alleges took place prior to a finding by the trial judge that he 

was adverse. The Attorney General says that there was no such cross- 

examination. 

The direct examination of Chant commenced at p. 87 of the case. 

:0 This examination proceeded in proper fashion and without any objection from 

defence Counsel which related to alleged cross-examination. Defence Counsel 

interrupted the direct examination at three points, (pp. 89,92,95) but 

these would appear to relate to other matters. 

The court recessed (see p. 95) and upon reconvening, the direct 

examination continued. At pp. 95-96 Crown Counsel repeated several questions 

to which he had already received answers in earlier portions of the direct 

examination (see pp. 89-90). Counsel for the defence quite properly objected 
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to this line of questioning and the prosecuting attorney indicated that 176 
he was preparing the way for an application under section 9 of the Canada 

Evidence Act. At this point, the Jury withdrew, and the court heard 

evidence and argument which resulted in the court granting permission to 

the Crown to cross-examine Chant on his previous inconsistent statement. 

The questions objected to by Defence Counsel were repetitive 

and in other circumstances might have been improper since they covered 

ground already covered earlier in the direct examination. However, they 

elicited no new information, were not leading or suggestive, and, it is 

10 submitted, do not constitute cross-examination. 

From the words of section 9 of the Canada Evidence Act and from the 

cases of Re2ina v. Milgaard, (1971), 2 C.C.C. 206 (Sask. C.A.); Her Majesty  

the Queen v. Calvin Douclas Polley, S.C. No. 16182 (N.S. Sup. Ct. App. D., 

as yet unreported) and Re^ina v. Cooper, (1970) 3 C.C.C. 136. (Ont. C.A.).  

the law appears to contemplate two kinds of cross-examination where a 

previous inconsistent statement is concerned. 

The right to cross-examination under section 9(1) appears from 

the cases to be much broader than that under section 9(2), and requires a 

finding of adversity by the court before it can commence. The permission 

20 given under section 9(2) is much narrower and appears to require that the 

examination be restricted to the statement. It requires no finding on the 

part of the court that the witness is adverse. 

In the result, permission was given for the Crown to examine the 

witness on his previous statement. It is not clear whether or not this in- 

volved a finding by the court that the witness was adverse. The last  

statement by the court at page 102 would indicate otherwise, but the remarks 



by the court at p. 106 might be taken to mean that the trial judge 

177 
either found the witness to be adverse at the close of the voir 

dir (p. 102) or that he had so found after hearing him cross-examined 

on his previous statement. 

It is submitted that whether the finding of the court 

a=unted to a finding of adversity or merely to permission to cross-

examine on the previous statement Crown Counsel stuck strictly within 

the limits of the lesser right to cross-examine under section 9(2) 

(see pp. 103-105). It would seem to follow in the result, therefore, 

10 1-1:at there has been no substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice. 

In the result, therefore, it is submitted: 

that no cross-examination occurred before the 
witness was declared adverse, if he was declared 
adverse. 

that it was not necessary in any event that he be 
declared adverse in order to permit the type of 
cross-examination that did in fact occur. 

that in any event, there was no substantial wrong 
or miscarriage of justice. 

20 The Appellant's Counsel submits in his brief of argument that 

the reading of Chant's evidence by the prosecuting officer had the 

effect of conditioning Chant, who Temained on the witness stand, for the 

evidence he would give on the return of the jury. 

It is submitted that the most important consideration in the 

exercise was to determine whether or not the testimony given by Chant 

at the preliminary hearing was inconsistent with the testimony at trial. 

This being the case, it was necessary for a certain amount of 

discussion to take place. The evidence had all been transcribed, and 



tlie question of voluntariness was not at stake in this veir dire. 

The only issue was of inconsistency with present testimony. Defence 

Counsel could therefore have interrupted at any time to request 

either that Chant be removed or that the trial judge read from the 

preliminary transcript in silence until he had determined the issue. 

Since he chose not to do either of these things, it does not lie 

with him now to question the proceedings. 

In any event, it is submitted that there has been no 

sstantial wrong or miscarriage of justice in this instance. The 

10 substance of Chant's testimony was that he did not recognize 

!.:arshall at the time he was alleged to have stabbed Seale. This 

came out both in direct (p. 90,95) and cross-examination (p. 108, 

109) and it is further submitted that if Chant's testimony at the 

preliminary in this respect is.examined carefully the same conclusion 

is obtained. 
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CONCLUSION 
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In view of the foregoing, it is respectfully submitted that 

the charge to the Jury when read as a whole is a fair and proper one; 

that the Jury's verdict is supported by the evidence and is a proper 

one and that the appeal should be dismissed. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 

Milton J. Veniot 
Solicitor for the Respondent 

Attorney General 

"Halifax, Nova Scotia 
January 24, 1972 
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MEI:4S1Y, J.: 

Mr. Former:, end ge.ntlemen cf the eue.v: 
I am sure that we are all pleased that we haw, coma near the end 

of this case. I should like to join with Messrs. Rosenblum and MacNeil 

in thanking you fcr the very keen way in which you have followed the 

proceedings of this case from the very bec:inning. 

It seems to re, Mr. Foreman and gentlemen of the Jury, that as 
long as jurors will give that sort of atttntion which you twelve men 

have given to the matters that came before you these past couple of 

days, so long will the jury system retain the confidence and the 

respect of our fellow citizens and eo long will they the more easily 

resist any attempts that are rade to alter or do away with this great 

institution. If we are to resist those who criticize and question the 

value of the jury ayetem, let me say to you, Mr. Foreman, that the 

answer lies in the fact that men and woman when called come and db 

their duty, not for the little emolument that is ievolved here, but 

because jurors are connected with a heeitage of justice and freedom. 

So long as jurymen and jurywomen approach their task without: weaknece, 

without misplaced sympathy, se long as they comply with the oath that 
the y have taken before Ged, so long will this jury system endure. 

Now in this case as in many other, things have been said 
about it in the news media. On my f.nste-nctione, you have separated 
turincr overnight adjcurreeente rd you IILIrE! sepereted during luncheon 
hours. If you have read or heard anvthinc about this case outside 

thih courtroom, it is your duty to banish it from your minds. You 

must eeeide whether the accused is guilty or not grilty solely Upon 
the evidence,  which you have heerd in this court room during the trial 

of this case. In thet way, Mr. Foren:am, end in that way alone, can 

you diecharge your very heavy responsibility. Ie this way and in 

this way alone, Call you discherge your duty, a duty which you owe 

equally to your country, as leen ae to the. eccused man, Dena/d Mrhl 
Jr. 
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- Now the very firsr thing that I want to Gay to you, and it 
has been very well said by Mr. Rosenblum, is that the fact that a 
man is charged and brought into this court does not mean that he is 

guilty. The Crown must prove to you by legal and competent evidence 
that convinces you beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused is guilty. 
Az he said, a man accused of a crime is presumed to be innocent until 
he is proven guilty, and as both counsel, both Mr. Rosenblum and Mr. 
MacNeil fairly said to you, the burden of proof rests upon the Crown 

and it reste upon the Crown from the very beginning of the trial 

until the end. Now I shall make reference to this later as I go along. 

Counsel for the Crown have called a number of witnescee whose 
evidence, Mr. MacNeil submitted to you yesterday afternoon, went to 
prove that the accused, Marshall, was guilty of the crime of non-
capital murder. On the other hand, counsel representing the accused, 
by the cross-examination of the Crown's witnesses and by calling . 
the accused himself, endeavoured to establish - to point out to you, 
according to Mr. Rosenblum, that the evidence for the Crown does 

not have the weight - that weight and that sufficiency necessary to ' 

discharge the onus upon the Crown. You heard Mr. Roeenblum and Mr. 

MacNeil sumelarizing the evidence and submitting their views to you. 

I would like to say in passing, Mr. Foreman, that we should, all of 

us, you and I, be very indehted to theee four member3 of the Bar of 
Nova Scotia, who epeeared before us during this trial and who 

represented the very highest ethical standard of the legal profession 
in thie province. Kr. Roeenblun, in his submfaesion to you, made a 
very forceful plea on behalf of the accueed.. His plea marks Mr. 
Rceznblurn, in my humble opinion, / may sey in passing, as e leading 
mamber of the Bar of Nova Scotia.. Mr. Maceil in- his submission to 
you showed ycu that he is a highly regardec: lesesecutor in this 

province of Nova Scotia and he "eas also msefle a forceful submission 
on -behalf of the Crown. But thene two men, Mr. Foreman, would be 
the first to say to you that this is not a contest between them - 

between two lawyers. You who are the jury and I the judge must 

...amerther that our duty is to look at the evidence and from that source 
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clone to arrive at he ccnclurions Ichleh &Lc requile6 by justice and 
by law, net being entirely unmindful, cf course, of chat I said were 
the very good arguments, presented to you yesterday afternoon by 
these two men. 

Now it is my duty, Mr. Foreman, to make clear the law that 
is applicable in this case. I will try as best as I can to do that 
and as simply as I can to enumerate the legal principles that are 
involved in this very serious case. 
lay people, such as you are, must 
easy for them to comprehend and 
that are involved in cases. It 
those principles understandable 

the 

Now I intend, of course, to deal with matters of law. That 

well known murder trial scree-  nineteen years ago, Lzoulav v. The Queen, 

ha e been pointed out by both counsel, but I am eleo going to deal, 
to SOMQ extent, with the facts in this very important case. In a very 

C1952) 2 S.C.R. 495, Mr. Juetice Tascheeeau, who later became the 
Chief Justice of Canada, pointed out that in a jury trial the presiding 
jedue must - note he said "must" - except in very rare casesehere 
it would he needless to do so, review the Eubstential parts cf the 
evidence. He must preeent to the jury the case for the prosecution 
eed the theory of the defence so that they, the jury, may appreciate 
the =era the value and the effect of the evidence and the law that is 
to be applied to the facts as they, the jury, find them. It is not 
sufficient for the whole evidence to be left simply to the jury by 
the judge and say, "Thceee, you have heard the fact; go ahead and 
decide upon them and render your verdict." The Azoulay case has 
been followed by many other cases in the past ninetienn years in 
Canada. What I am Tatting at, Mr. Foranan, is that the pivotal 
points on which the prosecution bases its cazie and the pivotal pointE 
on which the defence standee must be clearly presented to the jury's 
mind by the judge.. Now it is understandeble that I don't have to, 4 

the better able to 
facts of the case. 

A judge speaking to a group of 
keep in mind that it is not always 

to follow the principles of law 
is up to the judge to try to make 
to the jury so that they will be 

apply the law as given to them by the judge to 
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end certainly I could not, review all the frcts. I don't intend to 
do it. Indeed the facts have been very carefully looked into and 
developed by the two counsel who spoke to you yesterday and they have 
lessened_a great deal of my work And duty for ma. 

But there is a very important distinction which you will remember 
and which was also referred to yesterday. When I speak to you on 
matters of law, it is your duty, Mr. Foreman and gentlemen, as,counsel 

said, to act on my instruction as being absolutely correct in every 

respect. When you are inside in your room deliberating, any question 
of the law that may have come up, you will take as having been correctly 
etated by the judge in the way that I have done it. The rule then, 
in short, is that the law is for the judge. If I make a mistake in the 
interpretation of the law or in anything touching upon the law - by 
the way, you understand, you know that whatever I am saying here 
this morning is being reported by our court reporter and will, if necessa: 

be scrutinized later. If I make a miseake - where is the human being 

who has not made a mistake or who does not make a mistake, but if I 

do so here today, there is a remedy open to the party that is 

aggrieved by my mistake. Ls far as you gentlemen aru concerned today, 
you will follew the law implicitly an I give it to you. 

But when I speak about the facts, I am in my own way endeavouring 
to assist you in coming to a conclusion. As I mentioned, The Supreme 
Court of Canada has laid down that it in the duty of the judge to deal 
with the facts. But I stress, Mr. ?oreman, / am saying it now and 
I will repeat it as I go along perhapa a number of times, you do_. 

not have to agree with me on the facts - ydu do not have to agree with 
me on the facts. It is your duty to decide what the facts are in 
this case from the evidence which you have heard. During my remarks, 

consciously or otherwise, I may express an opinion with regard to 
the evidence which has been given by cne or more witnesses. And if 
I do that, I want to merely say that you - to emphasize that you are 
not in any way bound by my opinions as to the facts concerned. Evidence 
upon which I may comment may have left on your mind t very different 
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Jeeereesion from the impreezion it hae left on 
my mind. It is your 

duty to place your own interpretation upen tha evidence. It is your 
duty to weigh the evidence and to come to zaaE  conclusion as to what 
ou believe and what zou do not believe. If there should be evidence 

wh;ch I don't mention, yet which you recall, that doesn't mean for 
one -ceemlent that the evidence which I omit or failed to discuss is 
unimportant. No, Mr. Foreman and members of the jury, all the facts 
are before you, whether I mention them or not. And when I speak of 
the facts, you will have noticed that I have been 

jotting down, through 
the trial hurriedly, the evidence and making my own notes. However, 
I did esk our capable court reporter to transcribe a couple of parts 
of the evidence for me which I intend tc iced to you later. But when 
I quote from my own notes - from my own eotot - if you ara in any 
doubt as to the accuracy of my notes, you will take your recollection what I 

have given to you. Of couree, it is underetand'able 
mistake on the evidence, it will Lot have been dons 

any 

back 

cema 

your deliberetions you require some-
if you are not elec.: on some place 

will have it read back by the 

You will listen to that portion 

That will be your privilege 
certain portions of the 

As the facts are for you, 

facte. You can draw inferences from the facie and I'll come beck 

to that later. You can drew infeeences from the facts provided that 

the inferences are founded upon evidence that hae bean properly 

established and which are the lcgicel reeulte of the evidence - the 

logical consequence. The infeeence flows  logically from the evidence 
that has been prevented to you and Tehich you accept. Don't make 

any inference, Mr. Foremen, gentienem, egainet the accused, Marshall, 
rellese in your good judgment it is the only reasonable and rational 
.inference open on the facts. 

time 

to you, 
hack here and we 

reporter or played back in the mechine. 
which you wished to have read over again. 

to 'Bake known to me that you wish to have 
evidence heard again 

so are the inferences from the 
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Now in considering the facta, naturally you have to decide 
what witnesses that you heard here the past few days - what witnesses 
you are going to believe; how much of their evidence you are going 
to believe; what part you will have listened to more carefully than 
3071€ other pert. You will have to sift through the evidence in this 
case. That's your responsibility! You are twelve man with common 
sense, with normal ability and normal intelligence. You have seen 
all the witnesses come before you. You have heard their evidence. 
You have seen their demeanour on the stand. It is up to you to assses 
the credibility of what they said, the degree or the extent to which 
you believe they have been telling the truth. People speaking of 
the events of some months past may have forgotten soma details, may 
be uncertain as to the exact time or the exact spot or place, as 
to where and when something happened and it may be that they are 
perfectly honest when they tell you of ehe:,r recollection& as they 
remember them at that time. Now than, you nilv believe all the 
evidence given by a wness, a part of the evidence given by a 
witness or, indeed, none of the evidence given by a witness. When 
deciding upon the crodaility of a witness, of the weight you are 
going to give to the evidence of a witnesL, you should corsider what 
chance the witness had to ohssrva the facts to which he or she 
testified and how capable the witness is of giving an accurate account 
of what he or the saw or heLrd. You rust Elsa decias, Mr. Foreman, 
whether tha witness is biased or prejudiced, wheth-er the witness has 
any interact in the case. ThiSe are some of the factors which must 
be considered when deciding traon the credibility or the truthfulness 
of a witnees or the weight that is going to bs attached by you to 
the evidence of a witness. Mere is always the posibility that a 
wiences mey be prejud!ced or biased and in such circumstances may 
be giving a coloured account  of what he saw o...7 hoard. Also,_thera 
4s the p0e3ibi11ty that a. witness nay have been discussing the case 
with others and has gradually built up an accotnt of what took piece 
which the witness may believe to be true, but lzhich is more the result 



reasonab1.7: doubt of 
beginning of 
to apply if, 

by defence counsel yenterday - it only ccasos to apply 
considered all of the evidence, you are sttisfied that 
ie guilty bsyonda reasonable doubt. 

I said before that I would dval teith th cutiticn of onus 
of proof. The onus Cr burden of proving-  the guilt of an 
beyond s reasonable doubt rests upo: th* Crc'nr and never 

There is no burden cn an accuLed person to prove his innocence. 
iap2a,-, there is no burden on an accused person to clove his innocence. 
.1,t se make that abundantly clear. If during the course of this trial, 
from beginning to end, during anything that tacv have been said by 

perecn 
burden 

cf.  rationte.lixing an to what to:)k plsce rt.ther than vht the witnese 
actually heard or sew with his tr her own eyes. If you have any 
retesnable doubt aa to the ocuracy of the evidence given by any 
witness or the weight that you should give to such evidence, I charge 
you to give the benefit of the doubt to the accused and not to the 
Crown. If you have any doubt as to the accuracy of any witness, 
I charge you to give the benefit of that doubt to the accused. 

In approaching this case, you must be entirely impartial. 
You must banish from your mind all prejudices and preconceived 
notions. Indeed, I am not suggesting that you have any, but it is 
my .duty to tell this jury and any other jury that such has to be 
done. You must decide, and I know you will decide, the guilt or 
innocence of the accused man, Domld Marshall Jr., without fear, 
with-out favour, without prejudice of any kind, but in accordance 
with the oath that you have taken before God. 

I will now deal with what is known as the presumption of 

inno-cencfs. This presumption is woven into the fabric of our 
law in Canada, in England and in all freec:cm ).cving countries. It 
means that an accused person is presumed to be innocsnt until the 
Crovri 

the end and the presumption only ceases 

is a presumption which 
has satisfied you beyond a 

ranains from the 
his guilt. It 
the case until 
as was said 

if, having . 
the accused 

accused 
shifts. 
,•I 
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counsel during their speeches, that might in the slightest way be 

considered as suggestive of any burden on the accused to prove any-
thing, let me tell you that there is no burden on the accused. The 
Crown,  must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that an accused is guilty of 
offence with which he is charged before he can be convicted. If you 
have a reasonable doubt as to whether the accused committed the 
offence of non-capital murder, the offence with which he is charged, 
then it is your duty to give the accused the benefit of that doubt 
and to find him not guilty. In other words, if after considering 
all the evidence, the addresses of counsel and my charge to you, you 
come to the conclusion that the Crown has failed to prove to your 
satisfaction beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused, Marshall, 
committed the offence of non-capital murder, it is your duty to give 
this accused the benefit of the doubt and to find him not guilty. 
The words "reasonable doubt" are difficult to define. Perhaps' 
it is because there are certain expreecions which defy definition, 
But yet, Mr. Foreman, the moment you hear these words, "reasonable 
doubt", you understand what they mean. I would say that the words, 
"reasonable doubt" mean an honest doubt, not en imaginary doubt 
conjured up by a juror to escape perhaps the responsibility of his 
conscience. It must be a doubt which prevents a juror from saying, 
"I am morally certain that the accused committed the offence with 
which he is charged." In other word, that is the sort of doubt 
which would prevent you free, saying, 'I am icorally certain that the 
accused committed the with which he is charged." In other 
words, that is the sort of doubt which would prevent you from saying, 
"I am morally certain that he committed the offence.' I am repeating 
eeyeelf, of course, because I consider it to be so very important. If 
after hearing all the evidence, the adrflresses of counsel, my charge, 

eny you willesay to yourselves, or/ of you, "I am not morally certain 
that he committed the offence", then that would indicate to you - 
that would indicate there is a doubt in your mind and it would be 
a reasonable doubt which prevents you from arriving at the state 02 
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mind which would require you to find c verdict of guilty against 

this MAD. If, however, you can say! "I am morally certain that 

what the Crown contends is what happened here in this case, then 

you have ap reasonable doubt and your duty, your responsibility, 

ic to find him guilty of the offence of non-capital murder. 

The matter of motive requires a word or two from ma, Mr. 

Foreman. You may ask yourselves, has there been any proof of motive in 

this case? Proof of a motive for an alleged crime is permissible 
and often valuable but I direct you that it is not essential. Evidence 
of motive may be of assistance in removiag doubt and completing proof 
-you follow me - evidence of motive may be of assistance in removing 

doubt and completing proof. Motive is a circumstance but nothing 

more than a circumstance to be considered by you. The absence of 

a notive is a circumstance which must be equally considered by 
you on the side of innocence tending to subetantiete or to support 

the presumption of innocence and to be given such weight as you 

deem proper. Eut if after consideration of all the evidence you 
believe it has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt that t1;e 

accused committed tne crime with which he is charged, the presence 

or absence of motive boccmes unimportant. 

Now intent - intent! In i.ha crime that is charged here, 

it is necessary that in addition to the act which characterizes 

the offence/  the act must be accmpanied by e specific intent and 

must in this case, in the crime of murder, be a necessary element 

- in the mind of the perpetrator of a specific intent to kill, or 

as I will explain in detail later, to do other things. And unless 

such intent 30 exists, the crime is not committed. The intent 

with which an act is done is menifested by the circumetances 

attending the act - the circumetances hew the act is done, the 

rrarener in which it is done, and  the state of mind of the person 

co:emitting the act. While you may preceed, Mr. Foreman and gentle-

on the common sense proposition that meet people usually 

intend the natural coheequences of their act - most people usually 

intend the natural consequences of their act - nevertheless, you 
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muct consider the state of mind of the accueed at the material 
time and decide whether he int(nded the natural consequences of 
his act. I will Bay that what a man does)  surely is one of the 
guides as to what he intends and sometimes it is the only trust- 
worthy guide. 

Now you have also heard in this case the evidence given 
by experts - expert witnesses. I will merely say that they are duly qualified experts who gave 

opinion evidence on questions in 
issue in this trial. You will consider the opinions they expressed 
in the evidence they gave. You are not bound to accept the opinion 
of an expert as conclusive but you should give to the evidence of 
these experts the weight that their 

testimony deserves. You 
remember Miss Mrazek and Mr. Evers of the R.C.M.P. They are experts. 
They have been accepted as experts. 

Miss Mrazek, the serologist 
the lady who talked about blood. Mr. Evers, the hair and fiber 

expert; Dr. Naqvi; Dr. Virick; Dr. Geum - they were all experts. 
Miss Meryl Faye Davis, the nurse - an expert. Give to the expert 
tertimony the weight that you feel it deserves. These people have 

been called here to give evidence beceuee they are skilled in particular 

fields and we take advantege of their shills to tell us something 

about what they did, their opinions. But you, Mr. roreman and 
gentlemen, are the ones who must 

decide even on the testimony of experts. 
Now just a brief word about your duties in the jury room. It if 

your duty to consult with one another in there, to deliberate 
with a view 

to reaching a just verdict according to law. Each of 
yeu must make your own deciso whether the accused is or is not guilty. You should do so only after consideration of all the 
evidence with your fellow jurors and you should not hesitate to 

change your mind if  you are convinced that you were wrong 
-in your first impression After discussion and going over the matter, your original view you may find perhaps was wrong and you should 

- not hesitate to change your view if the facts warrant same. 
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Since this is a criminal trial it is necessary that you 

should all be unanimous in your verdict. In other words, it is 

necessary that each and all of you should agree on whatever verdict 

you may see fit to return. Unless you are unanimous in finding 

the accused not guilty, you cannot acquit him. Nor can you find a 
verdict of guilty, unless you are unanimoualy agreed that he is 
guilty. If after some considerable careful consideration you are 

unable to agree, then of course you will report to me. I urge 

you, however, to try to reach a conclusion one way or another. 

Now in this case, Mr. Foreman, the indictment reads that, 
"The Jurors for Her Majesty the r,I.ueen present that 
Donald Marshall Jr. at Sydney, in the County of Cape 
Breton, Province of Nova Scotia, on or about the 28th 
day of May, 1971, did murder Sanford William (Sandy) 
Seale, contrary to s.206(2) of the Criminal Code of 
Canada." 

I intend to read to you certain portions of the Criminal 
Code. The CrimInal Code is the statute of this 'country which governs 
all criminal matters coming within the jurisdiction of Canada. As 
I proceed with my charge, it will become necessary to refer to other 
sections. But now let us turn to s.206(2) and to that much of it as 
concerns you: 

"Every one who commits non-capital murder is guilty 
of an indictatie offence ..." 

Lvery one who commits non-capital murder is guilty of an indictable 
offence! Now we turn to 6.2.94 and we find this: 

"(1) A person commits homicide when, directly or 
indirectly, by any means, he causes the death 
of a human being. 

Homicide is culpable or not culpable. 

Homicide that is not culpable is not an offence. 
__44) Culpable homicide is murder or manslaughter or 

infanticide." 
I will come back to this section later but at this moment let us 
turn to one more for a moment, 202A: 
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"(1) Murdsr is capital murdcr or non-capital murder." 
Nov let me close out any thoughts about capital murder because by 
a very unintentional slip yesterday, Mr. Rosenblum said something 
which compells ma to make very clear - I know it was unintentional 

this case is not a case of capital murder for which the penalty is 

death. This case is not the case of capital murder for which the 

penalty is death. So capital murder does not concern you. I may 
tell you that a capital murder case exists where a person kills 
one of a certain class, ‘t #e:.els of which Sanford William (Sandy) 

Seale was not one. This class will refer to police officers, police 

constables, members of any police force, someone in charge of a 
jail, warden or such type of a person. Causing the death of one of 
this type, a person may be guilty of capital murder. There is not 
the slightest evidence in this case that the late Sanford William 

(Sandy) Seale was a policeman or any one of that class. If there is 

eeerder in this case at all, then it is what we call non-capital murder. 
Thet'e the charge that hae been laid and I repeat again, the charge 
We are dealing with is non-capital murder. 

Now as I said before, culpable homicide is murder - in our 
case, noe-capital murder; or it is manslaughter or it is infanticide. 
Lee me finish off with the last part, infanticide, so we won't have 
to worry about that. Under 9.204, Mr. Foreman and gentlemen, you 
will find the law regarding infanticide and as you all may probably 
knme7 it deals with the cane of a female person who causes the death 
of her newly-born child. So we have nothing to do with that in this 
case. 

We come back to the simple statutery provision, culpable 
homicide is mumder or elens3aughter. Now the next cuestLon you have 
a right to ask me is, what is the meaning of culpable homicide, 
what is culpable homicide, what dces it mean. Well, once again, 
last evening I looked up the wcrd in the dictienery here, and while 

you may have your own definition or explanation, let me say to you 

that the word "culpable" - C-U-L-P-A-B-L-E - culpable, suggests or 
infers the meaning of blameworthiness, dceerving of punishment. 
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Anything that is culpable ic deserving of punishment. So homicide, 

the killing of a human being,-  is deeerving of punishment, is blame-
worthy or it isn't blameworthy. Homicide is culpable or is not 

culpable. The killing of a human being may be blameworthy or it 
may not be blameworthy. You know, ter. Foreman and gentlemen, I 
don't have to tell you, I'm sure that some of you have served in 
the Armed Forces. There were two world ware: there was the Korean 
Conflict and the wars that are taking place in the world even at 
this moment and we may bemoan the futility of war but that does happen 
in meen's history from time to time. But in wartime while people kill, 
soldiers kill, they are not committing murder unless perchance, they 

go to all sorts of atrocities. But as a rule, the average soldier 

in battle though he kills, is not committing murder. Let us take 
another illustration more at home, closer to home. You are driving 
dcwn George Street; there is a school at the corner of George and 
Dorchester. You are driving past that school, Mr. Foreman, and suddenly 
a little child will run out from the school grounds into the path of 
your car and is struck by the car and is killed. That's homicide! 

That's homicide, a child has been killed; a person has been killed; 
a human being has been killed. But certainly not by any stretch of 
the imagination or by law can it be said that in those circumstances 
you or I or anyone to whom that unfortunate event would have happened 
would be guilty, would be deserving of punishment criminally. Indeed, 
indeed, whoever to whom it heppened would not be deserving of having 
to pay any civil damages. It would undoubtedly be an unfortunate 

accident in every sense of the word. There would be nothing blame-

worthy about the killing of this child. Culpable hemicide is homicide 

that is deserving of punishment! 

Now when we come to what is murder we turn to s.201 and 
we find, 

"Culpable homicide is murder 

(a) where the pernon who causes the death of a human being 
means to cause his death, or 
means to cause him bodily harm that he knows is likely 
to cause his death, and is reckless whether death 
ensues or not;" 
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That's murder! That's culpable homicide, Mr. Formren, where the 

person who causes the death of a human being, one, means tO cause his deat 

or two, means to cause him bodily harm that he knowa is likely to cause 

his death and is reckless whether death ensues or not. That's murder! 

That's murder! I think that's pretty clear, Mr. Foreman. I don't 
think I have to enlarge upon that. 

Now let's go for a mcment to s.205 of the Code, just briefly 
and we find here, 205, the following: 

'Culpable homicide that is not murder or infanticide 
is manslaughter." 

Well I've said that in another way before. Culpable hcmicide that is 

not murder or infanticide is manslaughter. I've dealt with what is 

murder. I've explained to you what is infanticide and now I have 
read to you s.205. 

Now Mr. Foreman, in a few moments I will instruct you why 
as a matter of law, my instructions to you, is that in this case 
you do not have to consider the question of manslaughter but in 
order that you will have the completed picture before you, let me 

give You an example of the difference between non-capital murder 
and the crine of manslav(ghter. Suppose that two farmers are neighbours 
and they quarrel over the location of the boundary between their two 
farms - not a very comznon event but yet not entirely uncommon as I'm 
sure most of you probably hive heard - the bitter argument that may 
occur over the boundary between the two farms. Nov one day Farmer A 
sees Farmer B moving the survey posts that he had put down and in 
anger, he takes his gun, his rifle, and he shoots B and kills him. 

In such a case, Farmer A committed culpable homicide when he caused 
the death of ?armer B by an unlawful act, that is by shooting Farmer 
B and since he mQant to cause the death of ?armer B, he meant to shoot 
him, he meant to kill him, or he meant to cause him bodily harm which 
eould have caused death and he was reckless as to whether death ensuad 
or not, he committed non-capital murder. On the other hand, suppose 
that on this occasion when Farmer A saw Farmer B removing the survey 
posts., Farmer A lifted his gun, intending to shoot over the head of 
Far-7.ar B, not to strike him, hot to kill him, but to frighten him 
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cnd as he lifted the gum he stunbled and the direction of the gun 

went from pointing upwards to straight ahead and the bullet 'struck 

and killed Farmer B. In such a case Farmer A commits culpable homicide. 

He committed culpable homicide when he caused the death of Farmer 

B but because Farmer A did not mean to cause the death of Farmer B, 

he didn't mean to cause him bodily harm which might have resulted 

in death and he was not reckless as to whether death ensued or not, 

Farmer A committed manslaughter. In short, even though the killing 

in that case was culpable homicide, it was not murder but manslaughter, 

since the all important intent, the all important element of intent, 
do you follow me - the all important element of intent, was absent. 

Now, let me turn for a moment to the evidence of the two 

doctors, Dr. Nagvi and Dr. Caum. I have taken this from the official 

record, excerpts, not the full report. I'm not giving you the full 

report of their testimony but what I am reading to you is from thy 
Lfficial record which I have taken with the assistance of the court 

reporter. Dr. Nagvi said that "the victim was a coloured teenage boy 

who has had his bowel outside his abdomen and an opening into the 

abdomen approximately three inches to four inches wide and his clothe:, 

were filled with blood. He himself was in a state of shock; very 

critical, no pulse; no blood pressure and he was on the verge of 

death. His bowels were torn; his vessels were torn and he had massive 

bleeding inside and his major vessel was cut. Sharp pointed object 

that has penetrated through the abdomen and all the way down to the 

back. Kidneys were shut down; his respiratinn was shut down. Cause 

of death, injuries to hir bowel, his vessels." Dr. Gaum, came in 

later and was speaking about the second operation and he said that, 

"after exploration the wound to the aorta was found. The aorta 

runs from up around this region of the chest and curves right down. 

It's the major blood vessel that originates from the heart to supply 

the rest of the body. It was punctured as I recall it about one-

half inch or so. Condition continued to deteriorate. Was brought 

back to the Magain to deal with his continued hemorrhage and after 

re-exploration, the wound in the aorta was found. He did have other 
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"injuries to the vascular supply of his bowel which had been dealt with 

at the previous operation and he continued to have quite a bit of 

hemorrhage from the mesentery of the bowel, the tissue which carries 

the blood vessels to supply the bowel and he did have a lot of bowel 
which was deprived of its blood supply and it was becoming gangrenous." 
That is the description of the injuries which William Sanford (Sandy) 
Soale received. 

You will remember that Leo Curry, the ambulance operator, 
took the injured man to the hospital - the injured man there on the 
road, he took him to the hospital. And he was with him until Dr. 
Naqvi arrived. Dr. Gawp assisted Dr. Naqvi and Dr. Gaum identified 
the injured man, the man who died, as being William Sanford (Sandy) 

Seale. There is therefore no doubt in the w9rld that the person who 
sustained the wounds described 10,--  the doctors was William Sanford • 

(Sandy) Seals. There is no doubt that it was he who received the wounds. 

'hare is no dc7)Ubt in the world, Mr. Foreman, tit Mr.Sealo died as a 
nesult of these voAds. In my opinion, and please remember, as I told 
you 'before and I will tell you again and again, that you do not have 
to accent my opinion - in my opinion, you will decide, youzsolvea - 
my opinion, the nature and the extent of the wounds inflicted on the 
late Fir.seLle are such that whoever caused these wounds intended to 
kill him, or intended to do him bodily harm that he, the person who 

did it, knew was lihelv to cause his death, Scale's death, and he, 
the person who. did it, was reckless whether death ensued or not. 
In short, whaver corLmitted these wounds on William Sanford (Sandy) 
Scala, committed non-capital murder. That's my opinion! You do not 
have to accept my opinion! You are the sole judges of the facts. 
You will decide yourselves. You do not have to accept my 'opinion. 

Ky opLnion is that whoever caused these wounds committed non-capital 
xunde=. The facts in this case, in my opinion, do not give rise - 

the facts in this cane as they came before you, gentlemen of the jury, 
from beginning of the cane to the end, do not give rise to your having 

consider the crime of manslaughter and therefore, I charge you that 
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your verdict in this cese is to be either 

rTuilt- or not guilty of nurder - guilty or not guilty 
of murder. The important question 

tScrefcre for you is whether or not the Crown has esteblished beyond 
a reeeonable doubt that it was Donald Msrehall Jr. who committed the 
murder of William Alexander 

(Sandy) Seale. 
Now I have epoken for some considerable time and I'm going to pause to give you a chance to go in your room. But inasmuch as 

I am continuing with the charge, you will please, gentlemen, remain 

in your room. Do not go out in the corridor under any circumstances 
Remain there! I will stay in my room alone. In about ten minutes ti, I will 

come back and I will continue with my charge after all of us have had a chance to refresh ourselves. 

(11:10 A.M. COURT RECESSED TO 11:30 A.M. 
11:30- A.M. JURY POLLED, ALL PRESENT) 

Now Mr. Foreman, gentlemen of the jury, I told you that I . 
uld deal with the facts to a certain extent. I think it is clear 

that the Crown's cabe is based principally upon the 
evidence of two 

witnesses, Maynard Chant and John Pratico. There are of course a 

aple of other witne;ses too to whose evidence I will refer. But 

the case for the Crown, in my opinion, rests principally upon these 

two witnesses. So I have had the couet reporter tranecribe for me 

from the evidence of these witneases. For the time being I am going 

:o talk about the case for the Crown and I will turn- of course, to 
:he caee for the Defence. I may not have all that he said. I may 
.ot read you back all that he said but whet I am reading is from the 
tficil record. 

Maynard Chant - this is in direct eeamination - that is xe_mination by the Crown - 

'Q. Did you notice anything as you walk 
eel along the railway tracks? 

A. I noticed a fellow 
hunched over into the bush. Q. Good and loud now. 

A. / noticed a 
fe11o4 hunched over into a bush. 

O. Where wou1d7that be on this plan? 
A. Right there. 
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"V. You're pointing to a bush thet is oppo2its - 
(Court directe to mark plan) 

A. Ilitness marks plan.! 
Q. The bush that you have marked with the letter X is the tenth 

bush from Bentinck Street when counting in an etsterly direction 
along the railway tracks: that is the bush in front - between 
the houses marked MacDonald and M. A. McQuinn, is that correct, 
the tenth bush? 

Q. When you observed this man, did you recognize him? 
A. No sir. 
0. Beg your pardon? 
A. No sir. 
Q. What did you do? 
A. Oh, I kept on walking down a little farther. I walked down a 

little farther and looked back to see what he was looking at. 
He wae looking over towerdt the street. So I looked over and 
saw two people over there." 

I pause now to repeat, he said he saw two people over 

there. 

a. Did you recognize either of theae peeple? 
A. No. Lnd I guess they were having a bit of an argument. 
Q. Why do you say t at? 
L. I don't have no reason why. 
Q. Could you hear what they ware saying? 
A. No. 

What took place? 
A. Well one feller, I don't know, hauled semething out of 

his pocket anyway - maybe - I don't know what it was. He 
drove it towards the left side of the other fellow's stomach. 

Q. What took place, what then? 
A. Fellow keeled over and I ran. 
Q. You ran from the scene? 
A. Yea. 
Q. Can you describe these two men, what they were wearing? 
7.- The fsllow that had keeled over, he h.:6 a dark jacket and 

pants and that on. The other fellow had, I thought it was 
a yellow shirt at first but aftsr a while he caught up to 
T e and it was a yellow jacket. 

Q. Tell me, sir, before you ran from the scene did you recognize 
either of these two gentleen? 

'A. No sir. 
0.  Then what did you do? 
A. I ran down the tracks and cut acros3 thci path right onto - 

I don't know the nacre of the stzac.t ... towards bue terminal 
and I saw a follew running towards me. I turned around and 
started to walk up the other way. He caught up to me and by 
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that time / recosmieed him and it was Marshell - Marshall 
fellow. 

Q. Donald Marshall? • 
.7'. Donald Marshall. 
Q. That's the accused in this case here. Do you see him in 

court here today? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you point him out ...(Then the question -) 
Q. Whereabouts did he catch up to you? 
A. I guess it was about two houses down, maybe three. 
Q. Can you point out on exhibit 5 where he met you on Byng Avenue? 
A. Right there. 
Q. Around the area in which is noted what? 
A. Red house, ;4att.? 
Q. The area of the house shown as Mr. Mattson's on Exhibit 5, - 

now what took place there, sir? 
A. He caught up to re and I stopped and waited. He said, 'Look 

what they did to me.' He showed me his arm. Had a cut on his 
arm and I said, 'Who' and he told me there was two fellows over 
the park. By that time another couple, like two girls and two 
boys came along and he stopped them and asked them for their 
help, you know. They said, 'What could we do to help?' 
and the girl cjave him a handkerchief to put over his arm. He 
showed his arm and it was bleeding. So they kept on 
A car come e ong aneee agge at do- 

Q. Who Who flagged it down? 
A. Marshall. And we got in the car and drove over to where the 

-fel-1-6Tis at. 
Q. Where what fellow was at? 
A. Over - the body on Crescent Street, I guess, and the fellow 

was at Crescent Street. 
Q. Was this where you had seen the action you had described earlier 

in your evidence? 
A. Nes sir. 
Q. About tha two men that were there and then one man keeling 

over and so on, this area in which this took place? 
A. Yes sir. 
Q. Were there any street lights in the area? 
A. There might have been one or two. I think at least one, as 

far as I know of. 
Q. Tell InS, did you recognize Mr. Marehall as being the man-

(That was objected to by Me. Rosenblum) 

Q. You say you reeognized Donald Marshall on Byng Avenue when 
he came up and talked to you? 

A. Yes. 
Q. Wh'at was he wearing? 
A. Yellow ... 
Q. When Marshall caught up to you on Byng Avenue - I'm sorry, did 

you give us what he said? 'Look what they did to me' - did 
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he say anything eine? 

A. lie said that his buddy war. over et the park with a knife in 
his stomesch. 

c. Then you say, sir, that Marshall flagged down a car and you 
vent where? 

A. Over to Crescent Street on the other aide of the park. 
C. sack to Crescent Street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is this in the area in which you marked an "X" on exhibit 5? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whet did you find there. 
A. her was a fellow keeled over on the street. He was laying 

down on the street. It was on this here street on the side 
where the tracks was at. 

0. Tall me, how long would this be after you saw the man keel over that you mentioned, before you ran from the scene? How much 
time would have passed? 

A. About tan minutes, fifteen minutes. 
Q. What did you do? 
A. I got out of the car, ran over to where the fellow was lying 

on the ground and jumped down beside him. 
Q. Did you recognize that man? 
A. No sir. 
Q. You didn't know him before? 
A. No. 
0. what took place? 
A. well Donald Marshall got out of tha car and comz, over near 

the body and at that time, he ctood there for a minute; another 
fellow came over - I don't know if he o: the other fellow 
vent up aLd called the ambulLnce - 

Q. =-Theze did Marshall go whsn he came back? Did he go near the body? 
A. No. 
Q. Ware did he stand? 
A. He stood behind the body for a minute and then he flagged a 

cop car down. • 

It was at that point that you gentlemen were excluded. Later 
on, b-fore you, Chant on ant7.wer to a cuestion from ms, said, this 
tols 4t is according to my ow a notes - remember you hevo to take 
your ,-ecollect'on if what 2 have noi:ed in my notes is different from 
your recollection - accordLvg 4:o my notes, Mavnard Chant said, 
the clothing worn by the accused vhom I saw z.nd to whom I talked 
after the incident on Prince Street wLs the SEMS clothing as that 
worn 1-)y the man 1,.hcri I raw pulling out. a long shiny object which 
I tho,_lght was a knife." 
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Now you wil remcrbez, Mr. roeenen, that Meynsed Chant 

seid before you whce he was talking about the fellow who hauled some-

thing out of his pocket -"maybe, I don't know what it was"- he 
ca_4 C, "I don't know what it wee." Because of that, the Crown counsel, 

Mr. MacNeil, because of that and some other answers that he gave, 

Crown Counsel requested that Maynard Chant be declared adverse and 

thet he, Crown Counsel, be given the right to cross-examine. I 
w'll read you 2.9(1)of the Canada Evidence Act - 

`9.(l) A party producing a witness ehall not be allowed to 
impeach his credit by general evidence of bad character, 
but if the witness, in the opinion of the court, proves 
adverse, such party may centzeftet him by other evidence, 
or, by leave of the court, may prove that the witness 
made at other times a statement inconsistent with his 
present testimony; but before such last mentioned proof 
can be given the circumstencen of the supposed state-
ment, sufficient to designate the particular occasion, 
shall be rentioned to the witness, and he shall be asked 
whether or not he did make such a statement." 

I reeled that Mr. Chant was adveree end I.4e -mitted the Crown to cross-
exaeline him in the case. He was questioned on what he had said in 

the Court below end I will just refer you to that. He was questioned, 
"Q. Tell me, what did you see take place? 
A. The only thing I saw - I saw them talking. I gvess they 

vgre using kind of profane language. Donaldr said something 
to --iFE-bth6Y-fellow and t oti-Ae fellow said something 
back to Donald and .1 saw Donal6 haul a knife out of his pocket. 

cd. That's Donald Junior Marshall who yoe eee in court here today. 
Would you point him out to the court, please? 
Witness points to the accused. 
You saw him what? 

A. Haul a knife out of his pocket. 
Q. What if anything did he do with the kinfe? 
A. He drove it into the stcmach of the other fellow." 

Now I should reed you aleo what should be the instruction 

of the judge to the jury in such a case and such a situation. The 

eeord edverse - I had to find him adverse - means hostile, not eimply 

unfavourable. Once a witnace is declared hostile and cross-examinsd 
upon a previous n4eater:ent, the. juey should be instructed - which I 
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ai doing to you - that they are only to consider the previous state-
meat in relation to tha witrees's credibility and not at relevant to 
the proof of any fact in the case, unless adopted - unless adopted. 
In other words, you ask a witness - the witness says something today 
and you draw to his attention that he made a statement that was in-
consistent with what he is saying today, and he agrees, he acknowledges 
thai: he made an inconsistent statement, you only look at that previous 
statement to determine whether or not this witness is a credible 
witness. You do not aecept the statement that he made previously 
as being  the truth. You look at it for the purpose of deciding 
vhether or not such a fellow can be believed, a fellow who says some-
thing one day and something else the next day. But the law is too, 
that you can accept whet he said before if it in adopted by him. 
Now my recollection is, and you will co by your recollection, not 
rLine; my recollection ie that when Mr. McNeil was cross-eaYaining 
him and reading from the prior teatimeny, he would ash him 'a question, 

you say such end wach!' and the vetneFs "Ts it true,*  
and tie witness said *yes,*and the same right along. New that's my 
recollection. You will, of course, take your recollection of that 
question and ans*der. Y.y recollection is that he adopted here before 
you the previous statcn,ents tht he hzd made in the court below. 
But tevain attack on M. Chant's testimony by the Defence is two-
fold. First of all, he failz3d to tell the police at the time of the 
ino;,.5=nt whet he told the court here. He failed to tell it that night. 
S;YE-/y, he li or.ne-1-3-6Iics and he eaid that in cross-examination 
accor ee e • le said that, 'They, the police didn't tell me 

to ray.w was on cross-examinetion of Maynard Chant. "1 
told them the untrue sLvery Sun:lay afterneen. I tp.2.4._n2r2 the truq____ 
.2.t arcif; the criticisal strictly speaking is justified. 
Strictly speaking, it's justified, it's a fair criticism to rake, 
that he failed to tell the police at that particular time when he 
saw - when the vclice can., he didn't say, "There's your man who 
did this thing. Hz didn't say it there at the scene. He didn't say 

401 -64e' - 
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it Lt the hor..ri_t_L4.  Le didn't say it at the police etation. Ho _ 
didn't say it later. How much mere credible would have been his 

story if indeed he had told that story at the time it happened. 

And he lied to the police for a while. Hs said they didn't coerce 

him isic-trCITaling tEe SI767---IF0T7rit-e-i told them the true story. 
Mr. Rosenblum says, you can't believe a thing that this fellow says. 
Mr. Foremen, he says you can't believe - the Defence urges you to 
disregard the evidence of Maynard Chant, bec,use of his inconsistencies 
and because of the fact that he lied and he didn't tell the story 
tt the time. 

Mr. MecNeil, on the other hand, urges you to accept his 
story completely as finally told. Well I told you before that it 
is up to you to assess the credibility of every witnesc. You don't 
have to believe everything a witness said. You can believe a part; 

you can believe some; you can reject - you can disreaard the whole 
of that witness's testimony. It is up to you to determine the 
credibility of the witness and, of course, in this case you will have 
to be, in my opinion, I would instruct you, to be most careful of 
the evidence. You are looking at his evidee e and you have to be most 

careful. But in assessing his evidenee, Foreman and gentlemen, 

you will keep in mind the circumetances in which this boy came to be 

there that night. He had been to a church ekeeting in the Pier / 
thin. He missed hi 2 ride. He C.17.13 over town to try to get a bus 
to go to Louisbouzg, his home, and he was too late for the bus. So 
he started to walk from the bue depot, down in this direction, pre-
semembly to hitch-hike a driee to his home in Louisbourg. Then he 
beeolees involved, becomes a witnoss to a vary serious meti_er - becomes 
a witnese to a very serious matter. In discussing his testimony, 
you will esk yourselves, did Maynard Chant exhibit the tendency that 
as reasonable people you might feel many people would have of desperately 
not wishing to become involved in a very serious matter. You will 
keep in mind the age of this by. You will ask yourselves what 
possible motive, what motive, would Maynard Chant have, in telling 
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the story implicating tha accused, Doneld Mershall. It seems to 

me - now, that's my opinicn and I caution you, you do not have to 

accept my opinion; you do not have to accept my opinion. In my 

ordinion there is not the slightest suggestion in this case that 

Maynard Chant was in collusion with John Pratico, that they acted 

in cahoots, together, to concoct a story. There's not the slightest 
suggestion that these two people were &nywheres near one another 

prior to the events of that night or around that time up to the time 

when Chant saw Pratico, and that afterwards they got together to 
tell a story implicating the accused, Donald Marshall, Jr. He says 
that he saw Marshall and this other man arguing. Pratico said that 

--they were arguing. He said, what he said here first, that he saw 

him haul out something; later he acknowledged it was a knife or as 

he put it, he hauled out something which I thought was a knife, 

something shiny." Peatico'said the same thing. Is he a liar? 
Or in there some consistency in his story which in cpite of the 

events which were properly lid before you, he was declared adverse 

is there something there which can lead you to censider that he 

is a credible witness. It is up to you, gentlemen. I am just putting 

the picture before you. 

Now we come to John L. Praticc. And again, I read from the 

official record. Again in the direct e=rination 

Do you know Donald Marshall Jr.? 
A. Yes sir. 
Q. Do you see him here in court today? 
A. Yes. 
e. Would you point him out to the court, please. Let the record 

indicate the witness points to the accused. Did you Ea.?. him 
on the 28th day of May, 1971? 

A. Yes.. 
C. Where? 
X. By Wentworth Park. 
C. And where did you first see him that evening? 
7%. Up by St. Joceph's Hall. 
n. Up by St. Joseph fE Hall? 
A. Peround that area. 
0. v7ho was ee;.th him? 
A. Sandy SeCie. 
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C. Did you know Sandy Seale? 
A. Yes, I did. 
0. Tell me, Mr. Pratico, what did you do when you joined up 

witeSoale and Donald Marshall Jr.? 
A. Walken oown thE road as far as, like around the park. 
V. Do you know the streets in the city of Sydney? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There's a drugstore there on what corner? 
A. Corner George and Argyle. 
Q. George and Argyle. Tell me, sir, what took place there if anything? 
A. They want down in the park. I went the other way. 
Q. Which way did you go? 
A. Argyle to Crescent. 
w. You went up Argyle Street to Crescent Street? 
A. Yes sir. 
C. Than where did you go? 
A. I went over Crescent., down Crescent Street, ts far as the railway 

tracks, there on the railway tracks and went up behind a bush 
and I stayed there and I went and eat down in a squat position, 
kind of behind the bushes where I wae sitting. 

Q. What time of the day or night would this be? 
A. I wouldn't know. 
v. I beg your pardon. 
A. I wouldn't know. What I'm thinking, it would be 11:30, quarter 

to twelve. I wouldn't know for sure. 
Q. What were you doine behind ths bush? 
A. Drinking. 
Q. Tall me, sir, what did you cleserve if anything? 

. W11 soon as I observed Donald Marshall end Ss&letalizing,- it 
seamed like tney wore eeeee'.g - 

(I told him, C1  ca 't hear you" and he repetted it. 
It seemed like they were arguing.") By Mr. MacNeil - 

Where was this? 

CYou understand this is all MX. Mecreil's questioning. This 
is direct examination.) 
L. On Crescent Street, 
0. I'll show you plan, exhibit N. is' Are you familiar with this plan? 
h. Yes. 
Q. Would you point out pie-zee where on the exhibit 5 that you saw 

the twc gentlemen? 
A. There ... 
n. You'll have to speak up laud now. 
A. This would be the dtugstore here- 
0. Leuder, please? 
A. I went down this way here. 
Q. Down Argyle Street? 
A. Dc-.;r1 Argyle to Crescent and cone up here and stopped around here. 

, 
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"n. Stopped in the area marked "X" on the plen? 
A. In that area. 
O. Stopped in the area narked "X.  on the plan. (Plan shown 

to the jury.) Tell me, before this evening did you know 
Donald Mershall? 

A. Yes. 
Q. How long did you know him? 
A. Known him ever since last summer. 
Q. Did you know Sandy Seale? 
A. Yes sir. 
Q. How long did you know Sandy Seale? 
A. A couple of years. 
Q. When you got behind the bush you say you were at in the park 

there, that you pointed out at approximately the point marked 
"X" on the plan, what did you observe if anything? 

A. I seen Sandy Seal's and Donald Marshall talking, more or less 
seemed like they were arguing. 

O. Did you recognize them at that time? 

O. Were there any street lights in that area? 
(There was no audible response.) 

Q. Take your hand down. 
A. Yes sir. 
O. And you could recognize them at that time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What if anything did you see them do? 
A. Well they stood there for a while tening and arguing and 

then Marshall's hand came out, his right hand come sout like 
this- 

:D. What do you mean, out this way? 
A. Come cut like that you know and plunged something into Seale's 

like it was shiny  and 
(D. Pardon me. You're confusing ifie. The hand came out of his poetet 

and vou said something zerieuf ehine.• Now how does that connect 
in there? 

A. Well it looked like a shiny object. Come out this way, you 
know. 

Q. What did he do withthe shiny object"' 
A. Plunged it tewerds Slas stomach. 
Q. Into whose stomach? 
A. Seale's. 
Q. What did Eaati&  de? • 
A. He fell. And that's the ltst I seen, 
Q. What did you-do? 
A. I started running. I reel up Bentinch Steee*." 
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Now in croa6-excelination and this time, again according 
to my hotes - you rtmember, x.exerding to ny notes - th?t's my not - 
you take your cwn recollection; you do not have to go by my notes - 

according to my notes, Pratico said in cross-examination, 'Only 

two I noticed wereSeals and Marshall. Seal's was facing ma. Marshall 
facing the other direction. They were standing at arm's length.' 

Vow Mr. Foreman, the Defence undaertandably attacks Mr. 
Pratico's evidence becauee of his drinking which he related, the c extent_eaf_eiehie' e related to you that night and beesuse o he 
fact that he, ?retie°, told other people that Donald Mershall dil 
ot stendySeal-C—You are pretty well aware now from what was 

brought be ore you zef the incident that occurred outaide here in this 
very court houses. You saw John L. Pratico on the stand. You heard 
h 4 e teetemony and you saw his demeaeour. And as I said before and 
repeat, It is up to voo, you are the :judges of the fact and you alone 
eeeet dec!ee tho ceed'dlility of the witneases. I may say that He 
was a nervous e,  ee,  That my opinion. You don't have to accept 
that. He was a nervous witness. There's no doubt about that in 

my 
mind. And he explained why at teme.; ha he6 told the story that 
C.cnald Marshall did not stab Sandy sezot" .His expl&„atIon  was, 
wes seared cf my life; I as scared of my life.' He had spoken te 
a ram by name of Christmas he told you. He had spoken to a man by 
name ce7  Paul - Artie or Arnie, I don't knee; I've just forgotten, 
Artie Paul. ,Fia spoke to a woman too but he did say that there was 
nothing as far as this woman was concerned. He had spoken to Christmas, 
tc, Artie Paul and the day of the incident, he spoke to Donald Marshall 

sr., ehe father of the accused, after whieh he approached M. Khattar 
ren of the defensa ceunsel who very properly and correctly in 
accordance with the beet tradjtion, would not talk to him unless 
there .eae romcbedy there es a witness. He told flr. Khattar, brcught 
the eheriff out,  that De!ed Marshall cle'.d not stab Sandy see./3. Why 
did he tell that sto:'? he said, "I was scared, scared of my life." 

T was scared, scared of my life." That's what a witness tells you 
here in this court. He drank that night, disgracefully - drank 
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disgracefully. It cortAinly is a sad commontaxy on the authorities 
in this community that a young man of that age would be able to 
arrange to have liquor frost the liquor store or wherever he got it. 
He drank wine and beer and whatever else he could get his hands 
on. In determining his credibility, however, you must ask yourselves 

- you will ask yourselves, and you are the judges, as you will in 

assessing the evidence of Maynard Chant, what motive - what possible 
motive could this young man, Pratico, have to put the finger of guilt 
on the accused, Mershall. What motive would he have? What motive 
would Maynard Chant have to say what he said here in court to you 
that Donald Marshall was the one who stabbed Sandy Seale? He was 

asked for example, "Where did you see Marshall first that evening?" 
He said, "Up at St. Joseph's Hall." The accused - and I will come 
to the accused's testimony later - read you his testimony too - 
the accused said he was not in the vicinity of St. Joseph's Halls 
John L. Pratico said, "I saw him first that evening up by St. Joseph's 
Hall." Who was with him? Sandy Seale! The accused said Sandy Seale 
was with him. Later Praico said that he noticed only the two and 
they were arguing. Chant said the same thing, the two, and they were 
argJing. 

At one time, and this is my recolleetion and you need not 
take it; you will rely on your own - my impression is that Pratico 

said at onc time that Seelehad his fists en. They were arguing and 

seal.ahad his fists up. That's the impression I got. I think it's 

zig's.t but you will rely upon your own. 

N.:A,/ Mr. Fermin, the defence in Lhis case is not self-
esfsolca. ThS.s is not a cess of self-defsnce. This is a complete 
denial. The defes)ce is, I didn't cl.o it - co:]plete deniEll Not 

self-defence but even if it vere self-dcfGnoe, I would have to 

Instruct you that if that were the  evidenve, the late Mr. Seale  put 
up his fists, then to strIke him with an jeztrument ard stab him 
was scissting that.  wo.sld go far, far beyond the right of self-

defence. That sort cf defence .would not be commensurate with the 
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otner man's act. That iseue doer.' not arise here beceuse as I 
slid, the defence here i a complete denial. Pratico said that 

they were arguing. Chen: said they were arguing. Pratico told 
of the ahiny object in Marshall's right hand which he plunged into 
Seale'satomach. The other man said the same thing. What motive 
would lead this young man to concoct a story, a dreadful story if 
untrue, to place the blame of a heinous crime on the shoulders 
cf an innocent man? What pcssible motive would Pratico have to 
eav that Dona P 1 Ilt.4_11.el_He had been drinking. ee 
in aseessing his evidence you 11;.ve to ask yourselves, is thin 
a drunken recital or is it a rccital of a drunken man, or is there 

consistency which appears between tha story of two eye-witnesses 

that nicht to this tragic event, eye-witnesees as to whom there 
Is no evidence by the Crown that they get together, ware in collesion 
to concoct the story. 

I said to you before that thae'a the main case of the Crown. 
They eleo have Patricia Mn Harrie., Patricia Mn Harris, a young 
girl; sne said there was sceeone with the accused. Remember, she 
is the yeung lady who wee wth :or comeanioe, Terry Gushue and 
ceeeing from the dance. They stepped for a smoke in the bandshe/1. 
She says there was soeleone with him, with the eccused. "I saw some- 
one else there.° One person! 71 don't knee,  who that person was.
Sna 

' 
says thet Jenicr, the eecu e 2, held her hend that night. By 

the way, that's according tc my notes. Ain I caution you, you 
don't heve to take my versioe. You will doeide and again from my 
boten, and again / caution you, accoreng to my notes, Terrence 

Gushue said that it was about tuee t eleven when they were on Crescent 

Street goitc toverds Kings, Road where Miss Harris lives. They met 

Jeetior Marahall snd ha borroe.ed a match; Junior spoke to Patricia 
fcr a moment. Accordi17-1.—tc my notes, alt:n.le said in cross-examination 
that he eew him, the aceueed, by the Green apartment building. This 

%Jae on Crescent Street. "1 saw jet one with him', he said. Then 
he was pressed in crcse-exerination, properly checked, and he said, 
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'I thought there was only one" and he ends up, "I think there was 

only one." Peteicia Harris says there weee two people there. Gushue 

rays there were two people. Maynard Chent says there were two and 
go dces John Pratico. 

That in essence is tne case for the Crown, Mx. Foreman 
and gentlemen. 

I come now to the evidence of the accused. I'm coming 
pretty close to the end. I'm not going to keep you all day, Mr. 

 Foreman. I'm coming close to the end of my charge. Once again I 
have the direct examination, word for word, from the record as given 
hare in court. He was questioned by defence counsel 

Q. ...Had you been drinking on May 22 while you were at the 
home of Tobin's? 

(I have left out a few preliminary questions.) 

A. No. 
Q. Vnere did you go after you left Tobin' s home? 
A. Down Wentworth Park. 
Q. Were there people in thc park? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Did you meet anybody in th'e park? 
A. Sandy Seale. 
Q. Did you have any argument with him? 

e. What happened when you mat Sandy Seale? 
A. We were talking for a ccuple of minutes and Petterecn 

cane down- 
0. You met a fellow by name of Pettersen? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What condition was he in? 
A. Drunk. 
Q. What happened than when you met Patterson? 
A. Set him on the ground. And went up to the bridge. 
Q. Who want up to the bridge? 
A. re and Seale. 
e. You and Seelewareed up to the bridge? 
A. Two man called us up to Crescent Street. 
Q. Two man what? 
A. Called  us up Creeeent Steeet. 
O. g'eat happsead when you at these two mzn up there? 
A. Buened us for a cigarette. 
0. Pazdon. 
A. A Smoke. 
Q. What about? 
A. Asked for a cigarette and a light. 
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'Q. When they asked you for a cigarette end the 1igt, what did you do? 
A. I gave it to them. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. I asked them where they were from. And they said Manitoba. 

Told them they looked like priests. 
Q. You told them whet? 
A. They looked like priests. 
Q. Ir.-Ay did you make that remark to them? 
A. Looked like their dress. 
Q. How were they dressed? 
A. Long coat. 
Q. What colour? 
A. Blue. 
Q. What religion ere you yourself? 
A. Catholic. 
0, So when you asked them if they were priests did you get an answer? 
A. Yee. 
O. What did you say to these men? 
A. They looked like priests. 
Q. Did you get an answer to that? 
A. The young guy, the younger one said, 'We are'. • 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. They asked me if there were any women in the park. 

I told them there were lots of them down the park. And 
any bootleggers - I told them, I don't know. 

Q. Take your hand down, Donnie and go ahead. 
A. He don't like ni aers an dians. 
0. didn't hear you. 
A. We don't like niggers and Indians. He took a knife out of 

his pocket. 
Q. Who did? 
A. The older fellow. 
Q. What did he do? 
A. Took a knife out of his pocket and drove it into Seale. 
Q. What part of Seale? 
A. The side here. 
Q. Are you referring to the stomach? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then? 
A. Swung around me, and I moved my left arm and hit my left arm. 
Q. Hit your left arm? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Roll up your sleeve - 

(And he did and you recall he showed the scar to you 
gentlemen of the jury.) 
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'Q. AfteritiVined, what did you do? 
A. Ran for help. ..." 

I recall, I don't know whether it was - I think you can take 

it that Mr. Rosenblum asked him, "Did you lay a hand - did you do 
anything to Sandysaale that night" and the answer was, No. 

Now gentlemen, you have to give very careful consideration to 
the story of the accused. I'r sure you will. As was his absolute 

• 

right, he has gone on the stand and has given his version of the 

events that took place on that fateful night. Now contrary to what 

Pratico said, he said he was not in the vicinity of St. Joseph's Hall. 

And although he was with Mr. Scale, he had no dispute with him - those 

are the words I think - and he did not lay a hand on him. I repeat, 

he had no dispute with him and he did not lay a hand on him. And . 

he told you howSealecame to get the injuries that he did receive. 
And I remind you, Mr. Foreman, that although the accused was subjected 
to a very vigorous and rigorous cross-examination, he adhered to his 
story that he told thro-Jghout. ,  Now i you believe the version of  
the events that was told by Donald Marshall Jr., then it goes without 
saving that you must acguit him of this  charge. Haying gone on the 
etamd he has become another witness in this case. You have the 

co 
right to determine the credibility of him as a witness as you have 
the right to determine the credibility of any other witness. But 
you will bear in mind, Mr. Foremen - and I repeat, you will bear in 
rind - that Donald Marshall does not have to convince you of his 
innocence, lie does not have to convince you of his innocence. It 
is the Crown, as I said over and over again, that must prove his 

guilt beyond a reanoneble doubt. He does not have to con7ince you 
of his innocence! 

The Crown, of course, understandably, hes attecked this story. 
There was some considerable discuesion among counsel as to the 
nature of the wound that he had on his left arm, the depth*of it, 
whether there as blc!zding. Mrs. DDViF, said there vas no blGeding, 
it's true. The doctor at the time - but M:4nard Chant said that 
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at first there was no bleeding but later there was bleeding. You 
saw the mar% on his arm there. It's a pretty prominent mark even 

today after a number of months. In assessing his evidence, it seems 
to me - this is my opinion and you do not have to take my opinion - 

you have to look at it in two ways, it seems to me. On the one hand 

you keep in mind the fact that he stood up, as I said before, to a very 
rigorous cross-examination by a very capable crown prosecutor. You 
will bear in mind that he at the time showed Maynard Chant, "Look 
what they did to me." It was then and there at that tire he told 

Chant what was done to him. At that time he managed to stop a 
car and got into a car and went beck to Crescent Street. I think it 
was Maynard Chant - your recollection would be better - who said 

that it was he, Donald Marshall, the accused, who flagged down a 

police car. And it was Donald Meeshall who went to the hospital  

and to the police station with the police. I think you have to'ask your- 

selves on the one hand, is that the action of si man who has just 

commited a crime, who will flag down a police car, who will go with 

the police, who will do the things that he did and who maintains 

the consistency of his story. Keep in mind, as I said, that he 
does not have to prove his innocence. 

On the other hand, lir. Fereman, gentlemen, on the other hand - 
in my opinion, you will haee to assess very carefully the story that 
he told - two strangers who he say e lcoked like priests, because 

they wore long coats and blue. Ha asked them, he said, whether they 

were priests and one of them said they were and said they were from 

Manitoba. They asked for cigarettes, seiekes; they gave him the smckes 
He :end Seale gave smckes to these people, or he did. Then the man, 
one of those men asked him if there were eny wenen and thee said 
yes, there were lots of them in the perk. And out of the blue comes 

this denunciat:.on acainst hlecks and Indians: '1 don't  like niggers 
and I don't like Ieeians." 

Now Mr. Foremrr and uentlen, we all 3:now that prejudice 

hag been raepant in this world fer meny, many years. We hope and 

pray that in our country we halve reached a time in ths-progress of 
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our country that the hatoede and the bigotrios. and the surpicions 

of the past will no longer be with us and it seems that there is 

great hope in the youth of the country today who mingle and get to 

know nore and more about one another. But that there still exists 

diseeimination and bigotry and hatred for different ethnic groups, 
religions - there are those who do not like the blecks, or the 

Iediens or the Catholics or the Jews, or the Protestants, or the 

Greeks, and so on - but in assessing the evidence of this witness, 
the accused, you ask yourselves the question, it seems to me, my 
opinion, at that hour - at that hour - these two men, one of them 
comes cut suddenly with this denunciation of blacks and Indians. 
If you come to the conclusion that yes, it could be that there might 
have been somebody there that night who had that prejudice in him 

against - as he put it - niggarr. and Indians, you heve to go on and ask 

youzsel-ees.  the queetion, why - Why. Donald Marshall and Sandy 
seeeie who mat thsse two streegars, who gave them cigarettes, smokes, 
who talked to them in a friendly way, asked them where they were 
from - according to Mr. •larahall's, the aced, story - whore 
they came from; told they re from Manaeba; whet were they, thsy 
were priente. Wnv, without the eliehtset geeture, without the 

slightest verbal attack or physicae ge e eout the slightest 

provocation, would one of thee so-called priests ta2ze out a knife 

mke a mur&.;--rcus at'Lze..:k OL SandySeele and oe the accused himself. 

;fay, one would ask in assessing the credibility of the story that 

he told, keeping in mind at all times that there was no obligation 

on him to tell anything at any time. There if no obligation on 

am accused persen to say enything, to pro-se anything. But he has 
gone on the stand, has elven the stery and ecu have the right to 

-adge the credibility of the story and keening in mind at all times 

that the burden - thst burden - cf preying that he was guilty beyond 

a eeesonable doubt must lie upon the preeecution. 
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Mr. Forervn and gentleleen, I have teken a long time in this 

case. I have hur.th:y tried to discherge my duty in this proceeding. 

This hes been e tragic event in the life of our communities here 

in this Island of Cape Breton, a tragedy that is beyond description. 
A young man in the prima of his life has been swept to eternity; 
a young man is on trial for that charge. We have to discharge our 
duty, Mr. Foreman; our duty in accordance with our oath that we 
have taken, you and I, before God to give to this case our fullest 
attention and ability, the ability that we possess. I have tried 
humbly to discharge the onerous responsibility that rests upon the 

judge. I know that you will discharge yours. I know that you 

will discharge yours. No matter who an accused person is in this 
country, be he the poorest or humblest citizen or be he the richest 

and most powerful individual in the country, any person charged 

with an offence will and must be given a fair and impartial trial 
without any sympathy, without any misguided sentiental feeling 
but one that is based cn the evidence and on thn evidence alone 
and with the proper application of the law as given by the judge. 
The oaths you hve talzen, eich of you, is that you will well and 
truly try, and true dolivsrr.nce makz bntwctzn Cur Sovereign Ledy 
the Queen and the prisoner 3.• 

Ca the bar, o help you God. Mr. Foreman 
and gentlemen of the jury, I am satisfied that you can be relied 

upon to discharge this heavy duty conscientiouSly and to the fullest. 
(12:35 P.M. CONSTAPLES SRN) 

Now from this moment on you gentlemen must remain together. 
Lunch will ke provided you by our very capable sheriff and his 
assistants. You Will COMP back to your room. You don't have to 
come back here. You will co dir.actly to your room. All the exhibits 

will be given to you. The constables will be at your constant 

attendance. Again, should you wish any of the evidence read over 

 to you or played back, you will indicate, send word to me. I 

hope that ; have covered all the legE.1 points but if you wish me 
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to touch upon any ri.ttr of be free to do so, Mr. 

F'orcTr.an anc: gcntlmE4n. Idou don't enter into any discussion 

with the constable. You merely say, "I wish to have something to say.' 

You sav it in court. If you want further instructions or anything 

you come in and ask re. 

I can only apologize for the length of time but I think you 

will perhaps be the first to say in this serious matter, no apology 

from me is necessary. I want to thank you, each and every one of 

you, again for the care that you have given to the whole case. 


